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‘THE ENGRAVER’.
Above: A youthful Ferdinand Charles Meurant.
(Probably painted in France 1)

I AM FROM ALL THOSE WHO HAVE COME BEFORE
AND THOSE STILL TO COME
THEY ARE ME AND I AM THEM

1

Australian Huguenot Archives
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FOREWORD
For a “boy from the bush” with no formal university education, the author of this treatise
demonstrates academic excellence well beyond that which some may have assumed to be a
probable manifestation of education confined to Maropiu District High School.
In this exposition of my family pedigree, Roger Mold demonstrates that tertiary
qualifications are not a pre-requisite to produce academic excellence.
In this exposition, Roger Mold exposes potential family myths and interposes probably
realty.
In 2000 I attended the unveiling of a plague which commemorated the life of Ferdinand
Charles Meurant.
http://monumentaustralia.org.au/themes/people/settlement/display/23173-ferdinandcharles-meurant
This was my first real glimpse of the Meurant lineage. But rather than satiate questions I
had about this man; the “celebration” raised issues I had not previously contemplated.
Of his own volition (with no input from me) Roger Mold identifies some of these queries.
For example: Why did a Huguenot fleeing Catholic persecution in France, end up in Catholic
Ireland?
Roger Mold may well upset some segments of Ferdinand’s family, who either intentionally
or inadvertently, sought to sanitize or “re-write history” (which seems to be a penchant of
some contemporaneous sovereign states), but denying reality, does not alter fact.
As PLATO lamented:
We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark
the real tragedy of life is when men are afraid of the light.
What is undisputable, is that Ferdinand Charles Meurant was born in France; fled France
during a period of Huguenot persecution by a Catholic Monarch; was convicted of forgery in
Ireland and was transported from England to Australia in 1800 as a convict. That he
inveigled himself with Governor King, secured his freeman status, established himself as a
jeweler, fathered my great great grandfather, and was buried in Surrey Hills, Sydney, is not
in dispute.
Your task, reader, is to review the work of Roger Mold, and make up your own mind.
Alan Ross Meurant B.A. M.P.P. Former NZ police inspector. Former NZ Member of
Parliament & Under Secretary Agriculture & Forestry. International businessman. Honorary
Consul Kingdom of Morocco. www.rossmeurant.co.nz
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PREFACE
This current challenge of compiling historical information has stemmed from my
research and compilations of many historical research journals for the district I
grew up in. See (www.kaihuvalleyhistory.com)
Historical research is:
• a hobby that has sustained me during trying times of bad health and life
changing events
• a hobby that I find fascinating and interesting.
• a hobby that keeps my brain active and alive.
• a hobby that gave birth to compilations of knowledge that I can now leave
as a legacy to the people of the hills and valleys of the district I grew up inthe west Northland coast of New Zealand between the Kaipara and
Hokianga harbours.
Included in my compilations are genealogies of various people who lived in the
aforesaid district. However, in recent times, my attention and interests have
been drawn towards the Meurant family.
As a result, this current compilation has emerged, spurred on by the friendship
acquired by our families while we lived in the Mamaranui/Maropiu villages in
the Kaihu Valley.
Both fathers of these families were soldiers during the Second World War. They
survived when many didn’t and soon after the end of the war, with the help of
rehabilitation loans from the government, settled and farmed in the Kaihu
Valley.
Also, this compilation is for an old childhood friend, Ross Meurant, a son of the
above mentioned and the author of the Foreword of this journal. An early
friendship made during our youthful time of playing rugby together and going to
the movies in Dargaville, has been reignited on online in these the twilight years
of our lives.
Ross and I are products of very early pioneer families to New Zealand. His arrived
as early as 1820 and mine as early as 1845. Families such as these were, and
are, the cornerstone of this great country, contributing much more than
expected to their communities and country.
They are families to be proud of.
Roger Mold. Researcher and Compiler. 2019.
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CHAPTER ONE

SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE, YOUTHFUL IDENTITY OF
FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

Above: A very suave Ferdinand Charles Meurant

“Eighth of November, the day of my birth and also the birthday of Ferdinand
Charles Meurant, born 8 Nov 1765, a little before me.
At the time of his birth, France is in a turmoil:
• civil unrest has plagued the country for years…
• both religious and civil rights are being questioned by the populace.
• Catholics as in the earlier Spanish Inquisition, use their power to control
the religious status of the people of France. Their policy is to ‘demoralise,
kill and or force the Protestants into mass migration’.
Why did humans have a need to do this to each-other? Was it just for power and
greed by the religious leaders of the day?
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Above: The centre of controversy - France
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LET OUR JOURNEY BEGIN…
Just about everything that is known about Ferdinand's youthful background in
Europe, east of the English Channel, is doubtful…
• Family say he was born in France, yet pre-1765, the year of his birth,
official records show Demeurant/ Meurant families living in Belgium,
Netherlands and France. (The De simply means of Meurant)
• Ferdinand is also said to be a Huguenot, i.e. a Protestant, yet his family
in Ireland, during the early 1800s, were good Catholics. His
granddaughters were married in Catholic churches.
• During the time of his birth, being a Protestant in Catholic France was
extremely dangerous, which indicates his family may have been living
outside France many years before his birth or soon after.
• He was said to have fled the French Revolution, but which French
revolution? There were many.
• Researchers in France have spoken to descendants of his supposed
parents, who say he is not one of theirs.
• A marriage in England has been suggested by some researchers recently.
• Records suggest his profession was Engraving. Was this all he did for a
living?
Because there are no records from the time of his birth in 1765, until official
records began for him in Ireland about 1790, all the above points are based on
conjectural tradition and family folklore.
This compilation will adhere to the facts as closely as possible, except for early
chapters which are based on assumption and conjecture, considering the
historical facts for the life and times for this very interesting gentleman. It is
hoped that some convincing ideas will present some certainty to the origins of
the elusive, youthful identity of Ferdinand Charles Meurant.
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Note: The challenge for the compiler has been to call on thirty years of
experience as an amateur genealogist to question everything and search for
factual records which will bring the colourful, picture puzzle of this very
illustrious French-Irish family to life…
FAMILY FOLKLORE
Some previous family researchers have insisted that Ferdinand was born in the
village of Frontignac which is near the city of Limoges in France. They say he
named his farm on the outskirts of Sydney Frontignac after the place of his
birth. However, recently, an online memorial to his life suggests he was born
in Champagne-Ardenne, France, which adds another dimension requiring a lot
more research.
One must ask, “Was there a place called Frontignac in Ardennes?” This could
well have been very possible, but at this stage research on ‘Google Earth’ has
not been able to reveal this location.
Researchers also insist that this family has used the two surnames of
Demeurant and Meurant down through many generations which also
complicates this research.
In Western Europe the surname Demeurant has had the same spelling since
1550 and Meurant has had the same spelling since early 1600. This clearly
states they were individual characters but with both names linked hand in
hand down through the centuries.
From about 1750 on until today, the Meurants (with or without the De) spread
out to colonise the world, with records now found in England, Ireland, South
Africa, America, Australia and New Zealand. For example, ‘findmypast’2 has
189 records for Meurant with 73 in Ireland alone. The Mormons in Salt Lake
City have, in 2019, about 3600 records for the surname Meurant and 924 for
Demeurant on their worldwide database. These are all from official records.
There are also many public member contributions which are not used because
they can be conjecture only. Word of mouth and family stories are often
unreliable because people forget and exaggerate. Individuals are verified by
using census records, military records, birth-death-marriage records, archives,
DNA records and newspapers from the past.

2

https://www.findmypast.com.au/search/results?_page=10&lastname=meurant&sourcecountry=ireland:
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Note: Some names appear repeatedly through many generations and
throughout the world for this Meurant family: Ferdinand Meurant, Edward
Meurant, Alfred Meurant, Augustus Meurant, Charles Meurant, Elvira Meurant,
Emma Meurant, Ferdinand Napoleon Meurant, Jacques Meurant, Jean Baptiste
Meurant, Juliet Meurant, Louis Meurant, Marie Meurant, Selina Meurant and
William Edward Meurant.

3

3

https://lastnames.myheritage.com/last-name/meurant?
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Following is one such record with the names Meurant, Edward, and Ferdinand
shown…
Name:

Eduard Stanislas Meurant

Event Type:

Marriage

Event Date:

10 Feb 1834

Event Place:

Wignehies, Nord, France

Event Place (Original):

Wignehies, Nord, France

Gender:

Male

Age:

24

Birth Date:

15 Dec 1809

Birthplace:

Fourmies, Nord

Father's Name:

Pierre Joseph Meurant

Mother's Name:

Marie Catherine Joseph Saturine Jouniaux

Spouse's Name:

Rosalie Carpentier

Spouse's Gender:

Female

Spouse's Age:

24

Spouse's Birth Date:

20 Nov 1809

Spouse's Birthplace:

Wignehies Trelon, Nord

Spouse's Father's Name:

Ferdinand Carpentier

Spouse's Mother's Name:

Rosalie Haine
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Following are some very early official records dated before ‘1750’ for the family
Demeurant/Meurant who are shown to be living in various countries throughout
Western Europe…4
SURNAME DEMEURANT…

Pierre Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth: 8 January 1541 Rennes, Ille-etVilaine, Bretagne, France
Berthe Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth: 6 October 1536 Rennes, Illeet-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Barthélemy Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth: 8 September 1538
Rennes, Ille-et-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Etiennette Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth: 14 June 1534 Rennes, Illeet-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Jean Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth:2 September 1537 Rennes, Illeet-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Jean Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth:17 November 1539 Rennes, Illeet-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Claudine Demeurant France, Brittany, Church and Civil Records, 1521-1896 birth:9 January 1540 Rennes, Illeet-Vilaine, Bretagne, France
Marie Demeurant France, Dordogne, Church and Civil Registration, 1540-1896 spouse: Leonard Jardry
children:
Jean Jardry
Tonie Demeurant France, Dordogne, Church and Civil Registration, 1540-1896 spouse: Jean Lafourest
children:
Heleine Lafourest
Sanetier de Meurant France, Haute-Garonne, Toulouse, Church Records, 1539-1793 spouse: François
Combrieu children:
Guillaume Conbrieu

4

https://www.familysearch.org/search/
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SURNAME MEURANT…
The common place of the following events and closeness of dates strongly suggest a
relationship.

FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT 5
BIRTH

8 Nov 1765
Champagne-Ardenne, France

DEATH

4 Nov 1844 (aged 78)
Parklea, Blacktown City, New South Wales, Australia

BURIAL

Non-Cemetery Burial, specifically: Buried on his property, named Frontignac near
Prospect, NSW

GENEVIEVE
Name:

Jean Baptise Faucheur

Marriage

Event Type:

5

Event Date:

28 Nov 1795

Event Place:

Braux, Ardennes, Champagne-Ardenne, France

Gender:

Male

Age:

26

Birth Year (Estimated):

1769

Father's Name:

Rene Faucheur

Mother's Name:

Marie Francoise Duchesnais

Spouse's Name:

Genevieve Meurant

Spouse's Gender:

Female

Spouse's Age:

32

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/183699768#source
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CATALINE
Below is the official church record for Cateline Meurant, written in Dutch followed by its
English translation 6

6

Name:

Cateline Meurant

Event Type:

Baptism

Event Date:

Jul 1615

Event Place:

Leiden, Zuid-Holland, Nederland

Event Place (Original):

Leiden

Gender:

Unknown

Father's Name:

Jan Meurant

Witness Name:

Charles le Jeune

Witness 2 Name:

Margueritte le Maire

Erfgoed Leiden in Leiden (Netherlands), Church records baptisms
Dopen Waalse Kerk, Part: 270, Period: 1599-1627, Leiden, archive 1004, inventory number 270,
1615, Dopen Vrouwekerk 1599 - 29 juli 1627.
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Catherine Meurant
Below is the official death record for Catherine Meurant, written in French followed by its
English translation.
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Name:

Catherine Meurant

Event Type:

Death

Event Date:

07 Apr 1799

Event Place:

Mons, Hainaut, Belgium

Gender:

Female

Age:

43

Birth Year (Estimated):

1756

Birthplace:

Mons

Father's Name:

Jean Joseph Meurant

Mother's Name:

Catherine Meunier

Below: BAISIRE MAP OF MONS HAINAUT, BELGIUM, hand coloured, detailed, original 1745
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MARIE MEURANT
This official record shows the birth of Marie Meurant’s son, Jean, followed by the English
translation.

Name:

Jean Teussier • Edit

Event Type:

Birth Registration

Event Date:

Sep 1793

Event Place:

Négrondes, Dordogne, Aquitaine, France

Gender:

Male

Father's Name:

Jacque Theussier • Edit
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MARIE MEURANT
Below is the official baptism record for Marie Meurant living in the Dordogne

Event Type:

Baptism

Event Place:

Négrondes, Dordogne, Aquitaine,
France

Gender:

Female

Birth Date:

Feb 1773

Father's Name:

Jean Gabriel Meurant

Mother's Name:

Jeanne Demerillou
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LOUISA ELIZA MEURANT DE VRYE
Following is the death certificate for Louisa Meurant. She was born in England and died in
South Africa.

South Africa, Cape Province, Probate Records of the Master of the High Court, 1834-1989
Event Type:

Death

Age:

80

Relationship to Deceased:

Deceased

Birthplace:

Chester England
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE YOUTHFUL IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER TWO

BIRTHPLACE AND PARENTS OF

FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Note: The following official records have been added to give some examples for
the possible birth place and parents of Ferdinand Meurant.
OPTION ONE: DEMEURANT
Many people have assumed, based on unsubstantiated information from the
internet, that Louis Demeurant and Jeanne Trinquant were Ferdinand
Meurant's parents.
This couple were married, 30 Oct 1753, at Andreze (Maine et Loire, 49) in
north western France.
The parents for Louis were, Louis Demeurant & Catherine Guais, and the
parents of Jeanne Trinquants were Joseph Trinquant and Jeanne Beneteau.
Louis De Meurant, who was a weaver, and Jeanne Trinquant had only two
children:
• Marie born 25 March 1761, and died, 20 Sept 1766 at Le May sur Evre.
• Joseph who was born 23 Feb 1768 at Le May sur Evre.
This Meurant family lived in the Le May sur Evre – Andreze area for all their
lives. In addition, Ferdinand Meurant, the main man of this journal, was a
Huguenot (Protestant) while this family's marriages and births are contained
within the Catholic Church, Parish records. 7

7

This information comes from several genealogists in France who have done extensive research on these
families
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LOUIS DEMEURANT
Event Type:

Marriage

Event Date:

30 Oct 1753

Event Place:

Andrezé, Maine-et-Loire, Pays de la Loire,
France

Event Place (Original):

Saint Pierre, Andreze, Maine-Et-Loire,
France

Gender:

Male

Age:

22

Birth Year (Estimated):

1731

Spouse's Name:

Jeanne Trinquant

Spouse's Gender:

Female

Spouse's Age:

23

Spouse's Birth Year (Estimated):

1730

AUGUSTE EMILE MEURANT
Baptism
Event Date:

4 Jan 1846

Event Place:

La Neuville-aux-Joûtes, Ardennes,
Champagne-Ardenne, France

Event Place (Original):

la Neuville-Aux-Joutes, Ardennes, France

Gender:

Male

Birth Date:

4 Jan 1846

Father's Name:

Alexandre Meurant

Mother's Name:

Marie Cleonice Sacre

OPTION TWO: MEURANT
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Name:

Meurant

Event Type:

Birth

Event Date:

31 Dec 1768

Event Place:

Fourmies, Nord, France

Event Place (Original):

Fourmies, Nord, France

Event Place Note:

Fourmies, Nord, France

Gender:

Male

Father's Name:

Jacques Meurant

Mother's Name:

Marie Joseph Berteaux

Name:

Jean Baptiste Auguste Charles Meurant

Sex:

Male

Wife:

Louise Appoline Vion

Daughter:

Elise Marie Meurant

Name:

Elise Marie Meurant

Event Type:

Birth

Event Date:

25 Jun 1844

Event Place:

Crécy, Seine-et-Marne, Île-de-France,
France

Event Place (Original):

Crécy-En-Brie, Seine-Et-Marne, France

Gender:

Female

Father's Name:

Jean Baptiste Auguste Charles Meurant

Mother's Name:

Louise Appoline Vion
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Note by compiler: After checking many options put up by previous genealogists
and family history researchers, then referring to birth-death-marriages for
France and other official sites, the village of Frontignac became the most
obvious choice for the place of Ferdinand’s birth. The name of this village is very
consistent with Ferdinand’s Australian records which include the name of his
farm, supposedly named after the place of his birth.
The village of Frontignac is situated within that land mass of France known as
Angoumois, which to some extent is bordered by these towns: Poitiers to the
north, Limoges to the west, Perigueux to the south and Cognac to the east,
with Angoumois almost right in the middle.
Frontignac is a small village near Saint Sulpice Lauriere. It is on the Route de
l'Eland off the Rue de Frontignac (D203).
Nearby is the city of Limoges with other surrounding smaller towns of Bersac
sur Rivalier, La Jonchere Saint Maurice and north to Lauriere.
There is no definite official record that suggests that Frontignac was the village
of Ferdinand’s birth, but this village seems very obvious because the nearby
city of Limoges would have been a perfect place for him to do his seven-year
apprenticeship with the Gold and Silversmith Guild, whose trade he would
constantly refer to as he progressed through his very chequered life.
Note: Limoges was, and still is, well known for its engraving of manufactured
porcelain and jewellery. Ferdinand was a well-known Engraver.

Left: The area shaded in pink is the area known as
Angoumois which borders with the district of
Ardennes.
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Left: Some well-known
Engravers who lived in
Limoges

Below: Goldsmiths and Minting in Limoges8

8

https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=jGn1CAAAQBAJ&pg=PA324&lpg=PA324&dq=Limoges+Gold+smith+sil
versmith+engraver&source=bl&ots=BSGsymdEuH&sig=ACfU3U1r7lNswnHRSnNQDFZXirrF7A20A&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiok6y_sPnlAhXi63MBHfX5Dt0Q6AEwEnoECAgQAQ#v=onepage&q
=Limoges%20Gold%20smith%20silversmith%20engraver&f=false
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE YOUTHFUL IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER THREE

POLITICAL-RELIGIOUS REFUGEE OR MIGRANT?
FERDINAND’S JOURNEY TO IRELAND
Compiler’s note:
In the previous chapters conjectural possibilities were
explored for the parents and birthplace of Ferdinand without finding exactly who
his parents were and where he was born. It became very apparent though, that
his Meurant family had been living in France which many of today’s family
members have suggested.
In this next chapter, the compiler explores the reasons behind Ferdinand’s
migration to Ireland from France during the late 1600s, and gives some account
of the history behind these decisions…
Assuming that Ferdinand was born a Huguenot (French Protestant) in the
village of Frontignac and worked in the town of Limoges, France, and assuming
his family were crafts people involved with platemaking, engraving and
jewellery, (a craft and profession Ferdinand would continue to practise in
Ireland from about 1790 to 1798) the following reasons may be the key as to
why he left France:
• Ferdinand and his middle-class family had moved to another country after
his birth to escape persecution for family beliefs, or his family had already
met their fate in France, for whatever reason.
• the possible conscription into the army by ballot which was instigated by a
political decision about 1800.
• adventure and personal gain.
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FERDINAND’S CHILDHOOD…
Note: Ferdinand knew how to make a Franc and appeared to be very well
educated, so where was he schooled and in which country?
Assuming once again that Ferdinand lived not far from the city of Limoges, and
his parents were able to pay for his schooling there, then following is some
history about education in this area and an overview of education for that time
in France.
As the time of the great Revolution in France drew nearer, one notes a steady
growth in the number of primary schools throughout the country. By 1776 the
Haute-Marne region counted 473 schools in its 550 towns and villages. In 1750
the city of La Rochelle had about the same number of primary school pupils as
it would in 1873, yet, the diocese of Rieux counted a mere 41 schools for boys
and 10 for girls out of 139 parishes.
The first schools had been established in Limoges by 1650. For example, the
Beaupeyrat school was founded on 20 December 1634.
Nevertheless, illiteracy remained high. Though not entirely amenable to
reliable interpretation, statistical studies have noted that on marriage
certificates about 47 percent of the men could sign their names, while only 27
percent of the women could do so.

Below: Beaupeyrat School in Limoges France
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PROTESTANT EDUCATION IN FRANCE
THE EDUCATIONAL PROJECT OF THE REFORMATION…
The educational project of the Reformation was based on Bible reading to
enlighten the believers and strengthen them in their faith. Its leading principle
was Priesthood for all believers; each Christian should, in his or her own way,
publicise the evangelical truth and the Bible should be their only reference.
Accordingly, Martin Luther rated the schoolmaster’s calling as high as the
priest’s ministry.
Luther wrote: “As for me, if God chose to keep me away from pastoral
functions, there is no other occupation I would more gladly take up than
schoolmaster, for next to the pastor’s work, no other is more beautiful or
significant than his.”
The teaching of reading and writing developed alongside the spread of the
reformed doctrine. Education was organised for the learned social classes
(clerks, magistrates, students, printers) down to the various other classes,
namely artisans and tradesmen, (often literate out of necessity), and then
finally to peasants. District governing bodies employed schoolmasters or
regents who taught girls as well as boys. In small communities, the pastor was
mostly in charge of education. The practice of reading and writing gave the
Calvinists (Protestants) a cultural lead that lasted for centuries.9

Left: Martin Luther, was a German professor
of theology, a composer, priest, monk, and a
seminal figure in the Protestant Reformation.
Luther was ordained to the priesthood in
1507. He came to reject several teachings and
practices of the Roman Catholic Church.10

9

https://www.museeprotestant.org/en/notice/the-protestant-education-in-the-xvith-century/
Main article: Edict of Fontainebleau
10

Wikipedia
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EDICT OF NANTES, FRANCE
The Edict of Nantes, signed in April 1598 by King Henry IV of Catholic France,
was written primarily to end the long-running French Wars of Religion, giving
the Calvinist Protestants of France (also known as Huguenots) substantial
rights in the nation.
Eventually, it would help in restoring peace and internal unity to France,
although, at the time, it pleased neither the Protestants nor Catholic parties;
Catholics would still reject the apparent recognition of Protestantism as a
permanent element in French society while Protestants aspired to parity with
Catholics.
The Edict comprised four basic texts, including a principal text made up of
ninety-two articles largely based on unsuccessful peace treaties signed during
the recent internal wars in France.
While it granted certain privileges to Huguenots, (French Protestants) the edict
upheld Catholicism's position as the established religion of France. Protestants
gained no exemption from paying the tithe and had to respect Catholic
holidays and restrictions regarding marriage. The authorities limited Protestant
freedom of worship to specified geographic areas.
Left: Henry IV of France by Frans Pourbus the younger.

The location of the signing is uncertain. The Edict
itself states merely that it is "given at Nantes, in the
month of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
five hundred and ninety-eight".
During the remainder of Louis XIII's reign, and
especially during the minority of Louis XIV, the
implementation of the Edict varied year by year,
fluctuating, according to the tides of domestic
politics and the relations of France with powers
abroad.
In October 1685, Louis XIV, the grandson of Henry IV, renounced the Edict and
declared Protestantism illegal with the Edict of Fontainebleau. This act,
commonly called the “revocation of the Edict of Nantes”, had very damaging
results for France. While the wars of religion did not re-ignite, intense
persecution of Protestants took place. All Protestant ministers were given two
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weeks to leave the country unless they converted to Catholicism, but all other
Protestants were prohibited from leaving the country. Despite the prohibition,
the persecution included many examples of torture which caused many
thousands of terrified people to flee France at the risk of their lives.
From about 1650 about 200,000 Huguenots left France, settling in nonCatholic Europe - the Netherlands, Germany, especially Prussia, Switzerland,
Scandinavia, and even as far as Russia where Huguenot craftsmen could find
customers at the court of the Czars. The Dutch East India Company sent a few
hundred to the Cape to develop the vineyards in South Africa. About 50,000
went to England, perhaps about 10,000 moving on to Ireland. So, there will be
many inhabitants of the British Isles who have Huguenot blood in their veins,
and where they still bear one of the hundreds of French names of those who
took refuge there - thus bringing the word ‘refugee’ into the English language.
(Huguenots were French Protestants who held to the reformed tradition of
Protestantism. The term has its origin in early-16th-century France. It was
frequently used in reference to those of the Reformed Church of France from the
time of the Protestant Reformation.)
Freedom to worship and civil rights for non-Catholics in France were not
restored until the signing of the Edict of Versailles, also known as the Edict of
Tolerance, by Louis XVI 102 years later, on 7 November 1787. This edict was
enacted by parliament two months later, less than two before the end of the
Ancient Regime. The ‘Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen’ of
1789 would fully eliminate religious discrimination in France. 11

Left: Louis XIV by Hyacinthe Rigaud.

11

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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POLITICAL OR RELIOUS REFUGEE?

About 1785: “Did Ferdinand and his parents move to another country before the
predicted, religious battle of 1793 between the Catholics and the Republicans in
the Vendee?”
The 1780s was not a good time to be a middle-class Protestant living near the
district of Vendee in France. The nation was in a state of near chaos, with
unrest growing internally, and murderous and deeply paranoid Jacobin fanatics
in control of the government in Paris. This was the year the terror began, the
year that citizens suspected of moderation were guillotined by the thousands.
It soon became obvious, even to ardent supporters of the revolution, that one
tyranny had been exchanged for another.
The threat of civil disturbances was about to turn the district of the village
Frontignac and the neighbouring district of Vendee into turmoil. Was it time
for the Meurant family to leave? Many of their fellow Protestant church
believers had already emigrated to Britain with some crossing the Irish seas to
Dublin. What better place to be?
“If their friends had chanced it, should they too?”
Occupying the region south of the Loire and facing the Atlantic, the Vendee
was an area of less than 1,000 square miles with a population of about 800,000
people. The Vendee had many towns and villages but no large cities with many
of the district’s people living relatively prosperous lives. The northern Vendee
was heavily forested, a land of steep gullies, rolling hills, and very few roads; in
the south lay marshland. Rural, isolated, politically indifferent and deeply
Catholic, the Vendee had hardly been touched by the revolution up to that
point.
The following points for the district of Frontignac and bordering district of
Vendee explain why it was a good time to leave France if you were a
Protestant. Any time before would have been good too...
• The peasants of the Vendee were staunch Catholics and enjoyed better
than average living conditions with good relationships with their nobles
compared with most other peasants in France and were less troubled by
harvest failures.
• Already lukewarm towards the revolution, the people of the Vendee
responded angrily to the Civil Constitution of the Clergy and other
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perceived attacks on the Catholic church and retaliated by resisting
government officials.
• During the spring of 1793, the Vendee became the location of the
largest counter-revolutionary uprising of the French Revolution,
following the execution of Louis XVI and the introduction of conscription
into the army. By April 1793 the citizens of Vendee had formed a
Catholic and Royal Army of 80,000 men and boys.
• It took the Republicans several months to mobilise but by late 1793 the
army of the Vendee was defeated. This was followed by a long period of
brutality, terror and recriminations against the Vendee that lasted for
several years.

Left: Map of France showing the Vendee
Region. (Baker Vail)

Left: This map indicates the main routes
used by Huguenot refugees, the countries
to which they went and the numbers
settling in each area.
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Controlled by Huguenot nobility
Contested between Huguenot and Catholic
nobility
Largely Lutheran territories

Note: The following story gives an indication of the conditions suffered by all
casualties on both sides of the religious conflict that raged through the Vendee
in France during that very unsettling period.
By Anthony Brandt…
EARLY ON THE MORNING of 11 March 1793, the citizens of the small market town of
Machecoul in west-central France woke to discover some 3,000 peasants moving
toward them across the town’s surrounding fields. The peasants were armed with
pikes, sickles, pitchforks, axes, a few ancient harquebuses, knives, hunting guns, and
whatever else might serve as a weapon.
Machecoul had no more than a couple of hundred national guard soldiers to defend
it self against the mob, and after almost four years of revolution, they were hardly
the cream of the army. The French nation was under siege from all quarters.
The Jacobin revolutionaries had beheaded Louis XVI two months before, horrifying
the rest of Europe, and their army had fought off the Prussians in the Battle of Valmy
the previous September. Now the French army was advancing into the Austrian
Netherlands.
With conflict on all sides, few local guardsmen were left in the interior of the
country to maintain order or to enforce the conscription of an additional 300,000
men to fight the Austrians—a conscription just getting underway in Machecoul and
the region along the Atlantic known as the Vendee.
Those few remaining guardsmen were either old or very young, not fit for battling the
professional armies at the borders of France. On that morning in March, when they
were faced with thousands of angry, shouting peasants, most of them fled.
A national guard officer named Maupassant, who had come to town to conduct the
conscription lottery, confronted the crowd and tried to reason with them. A thrust of
a pike to the heart killed him instantly. Then a priest was pulled from the Catholic
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church and stabbed repeatedly in the face with a bayonet until he was dead. The
houses of anyone who served in an administrative capacity or acted for the
revolutionary government in Paris were broken into; those found inside were dragged
out and beaten. On the street, more than 40 men were killed. Prisoners in the local
jail, imprisoned by the peasants, were taken to the fields, forced to dig their own
graves, and murdered. By the time it was over, several hundred citizens of Machecoul
were dead, and civil war had erupted in France.12
(Anthony Brandt has written for many national magazines and is the editor of the
National Geographic Society’s edition of the journals of Lewis and Clark. 13)

Above: Relief by Johannes Boese, 1885:
The Great Prince-elector of Brandenburg-Prussia welcomes arriving Huguenots.

Left: François Mitterrand issued a formal apology to the
Huguenots and their descendants on behalf of the French
state in 1985.

13

https://www.historynet.com/lessons-of-the-vendee.htm
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EMIGRATION TO BRITAIN AND IRELAND

14

14

British archives
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French emigration to the United Kingdom is a phenomenon that has occurred
at various points in history. The Norman Conquest of England by William the
Conqueror in 1066 resulted in the arrival of French aristocracy, while in the
16th and 17th centuries, some Protestant Huguenots fled religious persecution
to East London.
During the late 1600s the Huguenots faced a new wave of persecution and
began arriving in England around 1670. King Charles II offered the Huguenots
sanctuary, and in all, some 40–50,000 arrived, which was a sizeable number for
that era. Many settled in the Spitalfields area of London, and, being former
silk-weavers, brought new energy to this industry in the area and raised silk to
an important fashion item in Britain.
Because of the political climate of the time, in a Britain strongly suspicious of
the aims of Louis XIV's France, and in fact about to begin a series of wars to
curb those ambitions, the Huguenots were overall welcomed in London.
However, as a literature journal of the time shows the Huguenots could not
entirely escape the accusations levelled at immigrants from time immemorial that their presence threatened jobs, standards of housing, public order,
morality and hygiene and even complaints that they ate strange foods!
For at least half a century, the Huguenots remained a recognisable minority,
making their presence felt in banking, commerce, industry, the book trade, the
arts, the army, on the stage and in teaching.
By about 1760 they had ceased to stand out as foreign, even following the
path of Anglican conformity in religion, which some had embraced from the
very beginning.15
Note: “So, what happened to Ferdinand during this time of change?” you may
ask. The next chapter will tell us he was now living in Ireland and living the life
of Riley.

15

https://www.huguenotsociety.org.uk/history.html
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE YOUTHFUL IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER FOUR

THE IRISH CONNECTION

16

Above and below: D'Olier Street in Old Dublin.

16

Archiseec.com
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Note: Throughout this next part of Ferdinand’s journey, which continues in
Dublin, Ireland, almost all records for his future family in Ireland have a
connection back to Irish nobility and wealth, the Catholic Church, the Irish
Revolution of the 1790s and the British Military.

The year is 1791, Ferdinand has been living in Dublin, Ireland for more than
ten years now as an immigrant after his exodus from France about 1780. He is
doing well and has amassed a good nest egg from his profession as a
Goldsmith and Silversmith. His work as a plate maker, ENGRAVER, jeweller and
watch maker was probably sold in D’Olier Street and other streets of Dublin. 17
Before immigrating to Ireland, Ferdinand would have completed his sevenyear apprenticeship as a Goldsmith/Silversmith, probably in the town of
Limoges in France.
During 1791 he married an Irish belle, Sophia (no surname yet) and in 1796 a
son was born whom they named Edward. His could well be a family name, as
Edward tends to travel down the family thread into future generations.
It would appear Ferdinand was still following his faith as a Protestant and
probably was involved with the Huguenot Society, yet research shows that in
future years his granddaughters were married in Catholic churches which could
indicate that his wife or daughter-in-law was Catholic.
However, continuing with his story, one could assume life was rosy for
Ferdinand until he must make a drastic decision. This decision would change
his life forever.

17

Note: The ‘Thoms, Almanac and Official Directory’ for the year 1862 gives the street address for business
people in D’Olier Street Dublin, who were a mix of professional people from Merchants, Liquor outlets,
Auctioneers, Attire sales, etc.
At number 2, D’Olier Street, there was a Mr John Scriber, his business being a Watch maker for the Queen,
Dublin and Geneva and also for 23 Westmoreland St.
At number 13 D’Olier Street, a Mr Robt Jesson, advertises as a: General engraver, Lithographer and
copperplate printer.
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER FIVE

HUGUENOT REFUGEES IN IRELAND18
In the 17th and 18th centuries French Calvinist Protestants were persecuted
and alienated by a Catholic monarchy, causing about 500,000 of them to flee
the country.
A small number of them, almost all from around the French city of La Rochelle,
which is on the east coast near inland Frontignac, ended up in Ireland, settling
in small communities in Youghal, Waterford, Cork, Lisburn, Dublin and perhaps,
most famously, in Portarlington in County Laois.
By 1700 there were more than 500 French people living in Portarlington, on
land which had been granted to the Marquis de Ruvigny by King William.
Several places in Ireland bear the trace of the Huguenot presence still, in street
names and buildings, such as the French Church in Portarlington. The cemetery
adjoining the church has many headstones bearing French names. The
Huguenot names Blanc, Champ and Cobbe are still quite common in the area.
Many of those who fled France returned when things became safer, but others
stayed and they are the original bearers of other Huguenot names still found
today in Ireland such as Guerin, Millet, Trench and Deverell. These names are
mostly still found in the areas in which their ancestors settled hundreds of
years ago.

Left: A French Church
in Portalington,
Ireland.

18

https://www.dochara.com/the-irish/surnames/hueguenot-palatine-names-in-ireland/
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HUGUENOT IMMIGRANTS
The Huguenot refugee/immigrant was defined by religion. Religious
intolerance was the reason exiles left France, and their religion ensured a
welcome in Protestant states. The process of settling into their new countries
was made easier by sponsorship and patronage. The first Huguenot
immigrants came to Dublin under the patronage of the Duke of Ormonde in
the 1660s, but after 1685 they began to arrive in larger numbers.
Most immigrants came to Ireland via Great Britain or the Netherlands. Many
left France at short notice leaving everything behind them. Not all stayed in
Ireland. there was constant movement between Britain and Ireland, with some
returning to the continent and others making the journey across the Atlantic to
America, which also offered a refuge.
Their movements can be traced using church registers, letters of designation
and acts of naturalisation, which have been compiled under the auspices of the
Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
As Protestant strangers they were permitted to join the guilds in Ireland, and
many could be found as merchants and in more specialised trades such as
bookselling. Raymond Hylton had estimated the Huguenot population in
Dublin as rising from over 2,000 in 1700 to about 3,600 by 1720, amounting to
5% of the city’s population.
HUGUENOT CONGREGATIONS IN 18TH-CENTURY IRELAND19
In the beginning Huguenot exiles remained distinct within their own
communities. Young men and women, often without qualifications other than
the ability to speak, read and write French, set themselves up as teachers.
Some who had the means opened private schools, others hired out as tutors or
governesses, or acted as freelance instructors, visiting homes and schools to
give lessons in French, sometimes in combination with drawing, music or
fencing.
Two religious strands can be identified; the reformed congregation, or nonconformists, and the conformed congregation which assimilated with the
Church of Ireland, adopting the Anglican liturgy.
19

https://mairekennedybooks.wordpress.com/2016/09/29/huguenot-congregations-in-18th-centurydublin/
Posted on September 29, 2016 by mairekennedybooks
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In Dublin there were separate places of worship for the two congregations. The
reformed congregation had meeting houses at Peter Street in the south city
and Lucy Lane north of the Liffey, while the Episcopalian or conformed
Huguenots attended the Lady Chapel of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, and St Mary’s
Church in Mary Street.
Religious services were performed in French and Irish printers provided
religious texts for the congregations. A variety of official service books and
forms of prayer, as well as of sermons and other religious writings by
Huguenot ministers, were printed in Dublin up to the middle of the
18th century.
Many of the early religious works printed in French were official publications
produced by the Church of Ireland to facilitate conformity with Anglicanism,
and to provide the ‘Book of Common Prayer’ according to Anglican usage.
Pressure was exerted on the reformed communities to conform to the Church
of Ireland and some bitter disputes ensued. One of the most bitter occurred in
Portarlington in 1702, when the Bishop of Kildare, using carrot and stick, tried
to impose the Anglican liturgy on the community. Rev. Benjamin de Daillon, an
internationally renowned scholar and pastor of the French church in
Portarlington, was removed, and a minister more willing to move the
congregation towards conformity replaced him. The effect on the Portarlington
congregation was profound. Some families left for Dublin where they joined
the reformed congregations at Lucy Lane and Peter Street. Rev. de Daillon
remained as a rival minister at Portarlington until 1708 when he departed for
Carlow.
The process of integration into the local community was slower in Ireland than
in London, and the Dublin Huguenots remained a distinct group until the
middle of the 18th century. The reformed congregations seemed to hold their
distinctness, not only in religion, but also in the wider social sphere.
Members of the conformed congregations began to integrate with the
Anglican social circle, but they continued to support books published by other
exiles, as shown by book subscription lists. Books published by subscription
were a feature of 18th-century publishing. Names of purchasers were gathered
in advance of publication and a portion of the cost of the book paid. Lists of
subscribers were printed and included in the book.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE HUGUENOTS ON IRELAND
While the Huguenots were not great in number, they were very important in
the history of Ireland, and the development of the textile industry there. It was
they who brought knowledge of linen manufacture and established the
production of linen, silk and poplin there for the first time. The worldrenowned Irish Linen owes its existence to these long-ago immigrants from
France. Others were involved in wine and brandy imports, presumably using
their contacts in France to set up trading links. Milling was also associated with
the Huguenot communities. They were very successful business people, with
their Calvinist work ethic and relatively high levels of education equipping
them well to prosper at a time when Dublin was growing rapidly and becoming
a wealthy city.
They were involved in a range of activities that changed or developed society.
In the areas of business and finance their contribution was considerable, the
banking system was built on the shoulders of Huguenot founders. David Digges
Latouche, was financial agent to the Huguenot officers and propertied exiles in
the early years. The Latouche family became eminent bankers and they were
among the main shareholders of the Bank of Ireland, established by Act of
Parliament in 1782, and opened in 1783. It acted as government banker and
performed many of the functions of a central bank. 20
20

All images courtesy of Dublin City Library & Archive (www.dublincitypubliclibraries.ie )

[1] This talk was given at the Dublin History Research Networks conference ‘New Dubliners and the city:
1200-2000’ at the National Library of Ireland on 13 November 2015.
[2] Letters of denization and acts of naturalization in England and Ireland, 1603-1700, London,
Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
[3] Raymond Hylton, Ireland’s Huguenots and their refuge 1662-1745, Brighton, 2005, pp 35, 112, 116.
Hylton, Raymond, “Dublin’s Huguenot Refuge: 1662-1817”, Dublin Historical Record 40 (1986): 15–25.
[4] Máire Kennedy, French books in eighteenth-century Ireland, Oxford, Voltaire Foundation, 2001, pp
67-8.
[5] Registers of Lucy Lane and Peter Street, p. x. Desvoeux’s religious works included Dissertation sur
les miracles (Leyden, 1732), Lettres sur les miracles (Rotterdam, 1735), Défense de la religion
reformée (Amsterdam, 1736), and Nouvelles lettres sur les miracles (Amsterdam, 1740). His Essay on
Ecclesiastes was published in London in 1760.
[6] Jacques Fontaine, Mémoires d’une famille huguenote: victime de la revocation de l’Edit de
Nantes, présenté par Bernard Cottret, Montpellier, Max Chaliel, Presses du Languedoc, 1992.
[7] Dublin Intelligence 11 November 1710.
[8] From April 1749 his bookshop was in Dame Street ‘next door to the Olive Tree exactly facing George’s
Lane.’ John T. Gilbert, History of the city of Dublin, 3 vol. (Dublin, reprinted 1978), ii.273. Lee, Huguenot
Settlements in Ireland. Lawlor, Fasti of St Patrick’s, p. 294. Dublin Courant 4–8 April 1749.
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FRENCH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
The main cultural influence of the Huguenot refugee on Irish society came
through teaching and publishing.
In the early years of the Huguenot refugee, francophone communities in
Ireland, as elsewhere, had hopes of ending their exile and returning to France.
Hence, they were acutely aware of the need to educate their children in the
French language for their eventual return to their homeland.
The earliest known schools were established in Portarlington in the 1690s and
Dublin from 1700. Soon, however, children from outside the communities
were taught French, and the renown of Portarlington schools continued until
the early 19th century, with many well-known figures in Irish politics and
society receiving their education there.
Private schools teaching French expanded rapidly from the first decade of the
18th century. Academies run as private fee-paying schools offered a new type
of education to the children of middle-income parents. Running parallel with
the grammar schools, which taught the classics and prepared young
gentlemen for university, the private academies championed a more ‘useful
education’ preparing students for non-university careers in trade and business.
For this purpose, foreign languages were an important part of the curriculum.
French was the main language taught, with Italian as a secondary language
towards the end of the century.
French language and culture were accepted as a badge of refinement
throughout Europe in the 18th century. Irish society formed part of this trend,
and French Enlightenment ideas came to Irish shores through the printed
word. The presence of a significant segment of French native speakers in
Dublin from the late 17th century ensured that the language had a firm
foundation in the city. This foundation, based on knowledge of the French
language learned in school, and perfected through reading of books and
magazines, allowed for direct French Enlightenment influence later in the
18th century.
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER SIX

DUBLIN’S HUGUENOT GOLDSMITHS AND SILVERSMITHS
ENGRAVERS, WATCH MAKERS, JEWELLERY, PLATE MAKERS.
Note: It has been assumed that Ferdinand was a skilled engraver, plate maker,
watchmaker and jeweller and on his arrival in Dublin there would have been very
good reason for him to have joined the Dublin ‘Gold and Silver Smith Guild’,
because of his belief, as a Huguenot. Within the guild he would have impressed
his fellow artists with his fine French skills of engraving. Very quickly he would
have been promoted to a free fellow or brother of the guild. This guild was the
richest in Dublin at the time with about 70,000 ounces of gold being processed in
one year.
In the late 17th century and first half of the 18th century, a significant number
of Huguenots were free brothers and quarter brothers (distinguished
craftsmen) of the Dublin Goldsmith and Silversmith Guild.
A total of 128 Huguenots has been identified in this Dublin Guild during the
time of 1690 to 1750.
During this period the Guild took on the regulation of the Gold and Silversmith
trades as well as the allied crafts of engraving, jewellery, cutting and polishing
gemstones, watch and clock making and watch and clock case making. The
numbers demonstrate, however, that among their co-religionists, the
Goldsmiths/Silversmiths (the two terms are very often synonymous) were the
largest sub-speciality within the company, with thirty-five Huguenots working
with silver and gold in the sixty-year period.

Left: Claddagh ring of engraved gold.
Made in Galway, Ireland 1750-1800,
Jeweller, Goldsmith. Andrew Robinson
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Note: This book ‘English Goldsmiths and their Marks’, provides fascinating insight
into the profession of Ferdinand Meurant…
The short title of Sir Charles James Jackson's incredible publication, ‘English Goldsmiths and
their Marks’, belies the true extent of this monumental book. Published in London in 1921, this
incredibly learned tome extends to more than 750 pages and its full title provides a much
better idea of its scope:
‘English Goldsmiths and their Marks: A History of the Goldsmiths and Plate Workers of England,
Scotland and Ireland with over 13,000 produced in Facsimile from Authentic Examples of Plate
and Tables of Date-Letter and other Hall-Marks used in the Assay Offices of the United
Kingdom’.
More than a quarter or 200 pages of Jackson's work is given over to Ireland and provides a
fascinating history of Dublin’s goldsmiths and Irish goldsmiths in general for the period
anterior to the Norman Conquest of Ireland, but is especially informative on the development
and incorporation of the Guild of Goldsmiths in Ireland from their Dublin Charter of 1557 and
through the records kept by the Corporation of Dublin, including a copy of the Charter of the
Goldsmiths Company of Dublin.
Commentary is made on the production and amount of plate assayed in Dublin, which
reached its low point during the periods 1644-9 at just 230 oz. per annum to a high of 70,000
oz. in 1810.
A history and examples of the apprenticeship undertaken by goldsmiths is given until the point
at which the apprentice produced his 'master-piece' at which point he was elevated within the
Guild to the rank of quarter or -foreign-brother.
A lengthy description is provided on the marks of Dublin goldsmiths, which since their charter
of 1657 have consisted of the harp crowned, the goldsmith's proper mark and the date letter.
Two additional marks were later added, namely the 'figure of Hibernia' and the sovereign's
head.
Jackson also provides an extensive commentary on the evolution and inclusion of these marks
and the most accurate illustrative table of date-marks and marks used on Dublin plate
between 1638 and 1921. These marks are accompanied by examples of the work of the
master goldsmith that produced the work, a description of the article assayed as well as the
identification of the person who commissioned/owned the piece in question. ‘English
Goldsmiths & their Marks’ also contains a chronological list of Dublin Goldsmiths from 1200 to
1904; a list of masters and wardens of the Guild from 1637 and a list of Freemen of the Guild,
which includes the date that the goldsmith was made a freeman, together with the last notice
of the freeman in the Guild's records or notice of the freeman's death.
Importantly, these lists also include freemen who were admitted to the Guild, but were
silversmiths, watchmakers, clockmakers and jewellery makers by calling.
Also included in ‘English Goldsmiths & their Marks’ is a table of enrolments of Dublin
apprentices from 1634 to 1813, which includes the name of the apprentice, his parents and
the master to whom he was bound and a list of quarter brothers and journeymen.
Jackson also provides details on Irish provincial goldsmiths, silversmiths, jewellers and
watchmakers from 1784 to 1827, who are arranged by county and year admitted to the Guild,
together with lists of Irish provincial marks and examples of provincial gold and silver plate.
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‘Jackson's English Goldsmiths & their Marks’ has no peer in the breadth and depth of the
material and has fully utilised the available unpublished manuscript sources on the freemen
and apprentices of the Irish Guild of Goldsmiths.

ASSAY MASTER OF DUBLIN IRELAND
In recent times the holder of this splendid-sounding job was Ronald Le Bas,
whose family has held the same post for several generations. Le Bas is the
person responsible for overseeing the hallmarking of precious metals. Every
single item of precious metal made for sale in this country, or imported for
sale, must be sent to the Assay Office to be tested. If Irish-made items jewellery or larger decorative objects - do not have the correct amount of gold,
silver, or platinum in them, they will be smashed and returned. If they are
imports, they will be rejected, and returned as they are.
The Assay Office of the Company of Goldsmiths of Dublin has been in an old
building in the grounds of Dublin Castle, since 1925. Le Bas dislikes the building
as it has long been inadequate for the office's needs. But for a visitor the lovely
old-fashioned place is all atmosphere and charm - with its curved stairwell
lined with huge paintings and black-and-white photographs of past goldsmiths.
A grandfather clock, which has belonged to the Company of Goldsmiths, for
some 200 years, marks time in the hall. The small labyrinth of rooms where the
precious metals are tested, has the aura of an alchemist's workshop.
Le Bas's family was originally French Huguenots, and practising goldsmiths
who came to Ireland in 1776. His great-great-grandfather, great-grandfather,
grandfather and father were all assay masters before him, which is a
remarkable record of family service under any circumstances. However, Le Bas
says that he doesn't want any of his own children to follow him into the
profession, so it seems as if the long tradition will stop with him.
Every piece of precious metal offered for sale in this country must carry a
hallmark from this office. If you're wearing, for instance, a piece of jewellery
that you know to be silver, take it off and have a look at it. It has at some stage,
before you bought it, been through the doors of the Assay Office.
There should be four tiny marks stamped on it: the initials of the jeweller who
made it, a harpist, known as the ‘Hibernia mark’, to show that the piece was
marked in Ireland, a Harp, called the ‘Harp Crowned’ which means the item
meets the required purity level of silver, and a letter, which identifies the year
the piece was made.
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Left: Antique Irish Silver Hallmark-Crown over Harp

The Company of Goldsmiths of Dublin
governs the Assay Office which is situated
in Dublin Castle. The Guild was
established and incorporated by royal
charter of Charles I on 22nd December
1637. The craft of goldsmith existed in
Ireland long before this, during the
prehistoric times as early as 1800 BC
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ENGRAVING FOR COUNTERFEIT MONEY

Left: “Domine Salvum Fac Regem”
1784. Silver Fineness.
An example of engraving by ‘Jean Duv’

Above: 1804 bank note drawn on the Bank of Ireland

Left: A George III gold sovereign from 1817,
when coins were made of gold – unless they
were fakes. 22

21

https://www.google.com/search?q=Engraver++limoges

22

Classical Numismatic Group, CC BY-SA

21
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BANK NOTES NOT WORTH THE PAPER THEY ARE PRINTED ON
London, England experienced a massive crime wave between 1797 and 1821,
linked almost entirely to counterfeiting and forgery. Counterfeiting was so rife
that people began to worry if the cash in their pockets was real – aware that
they could be executed for unknowingly spending counterfeit money. Bank
notes had only recently been introduced in England and, as historian Randall
McGowen has remarked, they were “scarcely more than a printed form with a
number, a date and a clerk’s signature”.
Forgers even had the gall to produce the fake bank notes in prison, selling
them onward for a fraction of their face value to anyone brave enough to
attempt to pass them off in the city’s shops. Even coinage, then comprised of
actual silver and gold, was at risk. Talented button makers and engravers
turned their attention to the technically similar processes of making false
coins, which could be made with a cheaper metal and rubbed with aqua
fortis (nitric acid) or aqua regis (a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids)
to make the fake appear either silver or gold.
Soon the city was crawling with fake money, including more than 250,000
forged banknotes. Patrick Colquhoun, a magistrate of the era, estimated 120
sellers were each distributing hundreds of false coins on to the city’s streets.
He singled out the Irish as one of the problem groups behind the crime wave.
JUSTICE DESERVED
Peter King’s previous research on Irish crime claimed the justice system did not
show an anti-Irish prejudice and that the Irish criminals got what was coming
to them. Certainly, there are records from London’s courtrooms to support
this. For example, Irishmen John Fennell and James Gillington were arrested in
1799 after having allegedly forged more than 600 bank notes with a homemade printing press.
But at the other end of the spectrum, the records are filled with Irish such as
John Brown, who tried to pay for his glass of gin at the pub with a false coin.
Looking at the numbers alone, the Irish do seem to have been a problem, but
these numbers hide the extent to which policing strategy affected who got
arrested in the first place.
Initially, the authorities relied almost exclusively on tips from shopkeepers who
had been offered false money. It fell to them to detain suspects and call for the
watchman who would make the arrest. This meant people spending false
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money had a far greater chance of getting arrested than those involved in the
more profitable aspects of manufacture and distribution of Counterfeit money.
The Irish were more involved in the petty but very public act of spending the
money – those aspects of the crime most associated with poverty. As new
arrivals in London the Irish were at a further disadvantage, and cunning locals
were only too happy to trick their new ‘friends’ into buying a round at the bar
with the false coins they supplied. With the system of policing set up to almost
exclusively target these minor players, the courtrooms filled with poor Irish
which led to their reputation for criminality.
ENTER THE DETECTIVES
Despite these arrests the problem of forgery worsened. Accordingly, in 1812,
the Bank of England changed its strategy, encouraging specialist detectives to
hunt for the real counterfeiters. With generous rewards as incentives, these
detectives soon managed to infiltrate the criminal networks. This often
involved using accomplices in the crime to trick the counterfeiters and
wholesalers into selling to an undercover agent, in exchange for a reduction in
their own sentence.
For the first time the Bank was encouraging local criminals to ‘out’ other local
criminals and, as they did so, the ethnic makeup of defendants appearing in
the court began to change: the number of English defendants rose 27-fold in
the years immediately after the change in policing strategy.
This research highlights what gets missed when policing focuses on crime
perpetrated by ethnic minorities. No one at the time noticed the dramatic
reduction in Irish defendants but, by the 1810s, the claim that the Irish were
behind the forged currency crime wave was unsupportable. This wasn’t
because the situation had changed for the criminals, but because the police
had changed where they were looking for them – and discovered that the real
culprits behind the crime wave were the local English, and probably always had
been. 23

23

http://theconversation.com/true-crime-why-the-irish-counterfeiting-wave-of-the-late-18th-century-wasa-myth-73992
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Above: Satirical Bank Note (1820), highlighting how easy it was to be hanged for spending
fake money, despite how prevalent it was. 24

24

George Cruikshank and William Hone
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE IRISH-FRENCH REBELLION IN IRELAND
THE UNITED IRISHMEN ORGANIZATION
“Give us our country back or we will take it”

Note: It is now 1798: A lot has happened in the space of only about 10 years
since Ferdinand arrived in Dublin. Edward, Sophia and Ferdinand’s son, is now
two years old.
An Irish political revolution, partnered by the French, has evolved, and Ferdinand
is being drawn in to take sides with his friend and business partner, John Austin,
who is also an engraver.
“In hindsight, Ferdinand must have been thinking he had stepped out of the coals
and into the fire. His family had survived a revolution in France and now he was
facing another in Ireland. This time he had his own family to consider…”
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REBELLION
Note: Ferdinand and his friend, John Austin, now made the drastic decision to join
up with the ‘The United Irishmen Organization’.
Encouraged by the American War of Independence (1775-1783) and the
French Revolution (1787-1799,) plans for a similar popular uprising were being
made by the United Irishmen, a revolutionary organization formed by
disgruntled Irish natives to expel the British from Ireland. Ireland was just
another of the many countries colonised and exploited by the power of the
British Empire to satisfy the greed of aristocracy and the Crown. It was
inevitable that the populace would revolt.
The United Irishmen, a secular organisation with significant support among
both Catholics and Protestants, included Protestants in the northern province
of Ulster. However, the unity of Catholics and Protestants was far from
universal and the fighting against the British was marked in places by sectarian
atrocities.
The initial plan by the United Irishmen was to take Dublin, with the bordering
counties expected to rise in support and prevent the arrival of British
reinforcements. The signal to rise was to be spread by the interception of
the mail coaches from Dublin. However, last-minute intelligence from
informants provided the Government with details of rebel assembly points in
Dublin, and a huge force of British military occupied them barely one hour
before the rebels were to assemble. This army then arrested most of the rebel
leaders.
Deterred by the military, the gathering groups of rebels quickly dispersed,
abandoning the intended rallying points, and dumping their weapons in the
surrounding lanes. In addition, the plan to intercept the mail coaches
miscarried, with only the Munster-bound coach halted at Johnstown,
near Naas, on the first night of the rebellion. Consequently, the Irish
revolutionary organisation which aimed to bring about an independent Irish
republic, was driven underground in 1794.
The following year the leader of the United Irishmen, Theobald Wolfe Tone
fled to France and lobbied for French support for an invasion of Ireland. He
argued that Ireland was the least defensible part of the British Isles and he was
fortunate to find a willing ally in the acclaimed Anglophobic General Lazare
Hoche.
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Above: Detail from an illustration by George Cruikshank with the caption, ‘Battle of Rofs’,
“Come on Boys, her mouth’s stopt.” This appears in a book entitled History of the Irish
Rebellion in 1798 which includes Memoirs of the Union, and Emmett’s Insurrection in 1803
by W.H. Maxwell.

FRENCH PARTICIPATION IN THE 1790-1800 IRISH REBELLION
Between 1793 and 1797 the First Coalition comprising the governments of
Spain, Holland, Austria, Prussia, England and Sardinia was established to defeat
the forces of the French following the French Revolution.
As part of the First Coalition united against the French Republic and its ideals,
the government of Great Britain continued to fund the Coalition powers and
their campaigns against France. Furthermore, Great Britain continued to aid
French royalists seeking to destroy the Republic, and the British had more
recently supported the French rebels in the Vendee.
France and England had been at war since 1793 and the First French Republic
contemplated an invasion of Ireland, believing that Britain’s naval superiority
would be reduced by the loss of that country.
The French General, Hoche, who had successfully pacified the royalist
rebellion in the Vendee in 1795, dreamt of leading an expedition to British
shores in retaliation. However, instead of attacking England directly, Hoche
was convinced by Irish patriots in France that a more suitable target would be
Ireland.
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Irish soldiers had served faithfully in French regiments for more than a
hundred years and Ireland was ripe for revolt owing to the oppressive religious
and taxation laws. The hope was that if the French could land a force in
Ireland, then Great Britain would be forced on to the defensive, Irish forces
would rise in revolt, and a sister republic to the French Republic could be
established. Hoche, with his considerable influence as a successful general,
went to the French Directory and convinced them to support the expedition to
Ireland.
Having gained the necessary political support, Hoche then relied on Minister of
Marine, Admiral Truguet, to ensure the navy could get the army to Ireland.
Unfortunately for Hoche, the expedition was to be launched from Brest
where Admiral Villaret-Joyeuse was in command. Villaret-Joyeuse did not
believe the expedition could be successful and he repeatedly stalled and
delayed preparations, costing months of valuable time. After Hoche's repeated
complaints to the Minister of Marine, Truguet replaced Villaret-Joyeuse
with Admiral Morard de Galles who began the preparations in earnest.
The French recovered faded parchment naval charts from their archives, some
dating back to the mid-seventeenth century, and dusted them off as they
gamely considered the proposal: “To detach Ireland from England is to reduce
England to a second-rate power, and take from it much of its maritime
superiority,” concluded one of the French war ministers as he gave the goahead. “There is little point in elaborating on the advantage to France that Irish
independence will bring”.

Left: General Hoche
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1796: DOGGED BY DELAYS
Note: In 1796 a large French invasion fleet slipped past the Royal Navy and
moored off the South West Coast of Ireland at Bantry Bay. Battered by westerly
storms, the French troops were unable to land and returned to France.
“We were close enough to toss a ship’s biscuit ashore,” wrote Wolfe Tone bitterly
in his diary of the failed mission…
L’Expédition d’Irlande, due to depart in September 1796, was dogged by
delays. By December a 43-ship fleet, comprising seventeen ships of the line,
thirteen frigates, corvettes and transport ships, commanded by Vice-Admiral
Morand de Galles, together with 13,975 veteran troops under General Lazare
Hoche, stood ready at the Atlantic seaport of Brest in Brittany. On the mild
morning of 16 December, the signal was given to “heave short”, as the ships’
cables were pulled short over their anchors; two hours later anchors were
weighed, and the fleet cleared port. However, several ships collided with each
other as they sailed out, indicative of poor seamanship, which many saw as a
bad omen.
Vice-Admiral Morand, aware of the Royal Navy lurking off the Breton coast,
intended to sail south at night through a dangerous narrow channel, the Raz de
Seine. This was a decoy manoeuvre to fool the Royal Navy into believing that
his destination was Portugal. The Raz, however, proved to be too dangerous to
navigate in the darkness; the Seduisant (74 guns) ran aground off the rocks.
Morand instead ordered the ships in the rear to head westerly towards the
Irish Channel, thus splitting the fleet.
On the morning of 19 December, seventeen ships, including Tone’s, the mano-war Indomptable (80 guns), waited as the remaining fleet emerged through
the heavy fog. Several ships were missing; crucially, there was no sign of the
flagship Fraternite (32 guns), carrying the two commanders-in-chief, Morand
and Hoche. She had been blown off course by strong winds, only to return to
France. The fleet separated again but joined up and continued cruising along
the Irish coast.
When nine nautical miles off Cape Clear, Tone caught sight of his native land
and saw patches of snow on the mountains, and several castles scattered in
the countryside.
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SEALED ORDERS OPENED
The French arrived at the rendezvous point off Mizen Head on 21 December
and opened their sealed orders, written by Morand and Hoche, containing the
location of the proposed landing at Bantry Bay. They were to disembark there
and march on Cork, join forces with the United Irishmen and their supporters,
and push northwards.
The fleet coasted close to Mizen head before standing out to sea for their
approach to Bantry Bay. French fortunes changed when off Duresy Island they
picked up several Irish pilots, who had sailed out in a hooker in the belief that
the French ships were British. Nevertheless, they agreed to guide them into
the bay. The French ships, pitching and rolling, tacked for hours in the strong
easterly head winds but made little progress as they navigated Bantry’s natural
harbour, with only fifteen ships entering the bay, including Tone’s, and the
Immortalite (40 guns), carrying General Emmanuel de Grouchy, the Second-inCommand. The frigate Resolue (32 guns) collided with another ship and
launched a longboat to tow her, but it was blown ashore and taken as a prize,
along with Lt. Prointeau and his crew.
Meanwhile, the ships outside the bay’s mouth dropped anchor when the gale
developed into a storm that lasted two days, preventing their passage into the
bay; others were blown back into the open sea. General de Grouchy convened
a council of war, intending to capture Cork with the remaining 6,500 troops
and to follow Tone’s plan for an amphibious landing in Sligo Bay with a
regiment of the Legion des Francs, a company of light artillery, and as many
officers, stores and arms as they could spare. An order of battle was briskly
drawn up.
“We have nothing but the arms in our hands,” Tone wrote with gusto in his
diary, “the clothes on our back, and a good courage, but that is sufficient”.

Above: A longboat from the frigate Résolue, blown ashore when she came to the
assistance of another ship, still sporting her French colours after 220 years, now on display
in the National Museum, Collins Barracks.
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A heavy gale, however, blew on Christmas Eve night. Tone’s ship remained
rolling heavily in the bay, the wind roaring through the rigging as the ship
creaked and groaned, the waves crashing violently against her hull. Tone,
unable to sleep, got out of his hanging ‘cot’, put on his boots and greatcoat,
and paced the Indomptable’s quarterdeck. He worried that the strong easterly
gales blowing from the shore, accompanied by snow, would not only make it
impossible to land but also prevent them from posting a frigate at the
harbour’s mouth to warn of the arrival of any English ships. Fortunately for
Tone this current operation was aborted.
Tone was a lawyer and knew that he was committing high treason; if
captured, he surmised, he would be subject to a public trial and then halfhanged and disembowelled as a warning to others—unless, of course, he had
the good fortune to be killed in action.
In August 1798, around 1,000 French troops did land in Mayo to help the
United Irishmen but by this time, most of the uprising had been suppressed.
On 12 October 1798, Wolfe Tone, the revolutionary Irishman, arrived with
3000 French troops, but they were quickly defeated. Wolfe Tone was tried and
sentenced to be executed but subsequently died in prison.25

Left: Theobald Wolfe Tone—wrote in his diary that he
did not have “the good fortune to be killed in the
action”.

25

Published in 18th–19th - Century History, Features, Issue 6 (November/December 2016), Volume 24
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Above: The End of the Irish Invasion or the Destruction of the French Armada. (1797) by
James Gallray.

THE AFTERMATH AFTER THE 1798 IRISH REBELLION
The fighting in the 1798 rebellion lasted just three months, but the deaths ran
into the tens of thousands. A high estimate of the death toll is 50,000 and a
lower one puts it at about 15,000.
Thousands more former rebels were exiled in Scotland, transported to penal
colonies in Australia and others, such as Miles Byrne, went into exile serving in
the French revolutionary and Napoleonic armies until 1815.
The Irish parliament was abolished in 1800 and Ireland was ruled directly
from London until 1922.
While the radicals of the 1790s had hoped that religious divisions in Ireland
could be made a thing of the past, the fierce sectarian violence that took place
on both sides during the rebellion hardened sectarian animosities. Many
northern Presbyterians began to see the British connection as less potentially
dangerous for them than an independent Ireland.
The United Irishmen’s hope of founding a secular, independent, democratic
Irish Republic therefore ended in total defeat.
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Left: French coming
ashore in Bantry Bay,
Ireland

Right: Irish uniform is green. The French
uniform is dark navy blue

Note: 1798: You may now assume that Ferdinand and his mate John Austin
have been captured by the British forces for their part in the uprising,
assumptions formed from aforesaid notes. Well, you are right.
Luckily, they are still alive and their fate together as comrades-in- arms binding
them closer and together, they will continue to stay, for richer or for poorer…
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KILMAINHAM GAOL
Kilmainham Gaol opened in 1796 as the new County Gaol for Dublin. It closed
its doors in 1924.
Today the building symbolises the tradition of militant and
constitutional nationalism from the rebellion of 1798 to the Irish Civil War of
1922-23. Leaders of the rebellions of 1798, 1803, 1848,1867 and 1916 were
detained and in some cases executed here.
Many members of the Irish Republican movement during the Anglo-Irish War
(1919-21) were also detained in Kilmainham Gaol, guarded by British troops.
Names such as Henry Joy McCracken, Robert Emmet, Anne Devlin, Charles
Stewart Parnell and the leaders of 1916 will always be associated with the
building. It should not be forgotten, however, that as a county gaol,
Kilmainham held thousands of ordinary men, women and children. Their
crimes ranged from petty offences such as stealing food to more serious
crimes such as murder or rape. Convicts from many parts of Ireland were held
there for long periods waiting to be transported to Australia. Kilmainham Gaol
Museum is now operated and managed by the Office of Public Works.26

Below: The courtyard of Kilmainham Jail where many were executed over the years.

26

ht://kilmainhamgaolmuseum.ie/
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Compiler’s note: Did you find some of the added French and Irish history in the
past chapters, at least that which was related to Ferdinand, interesting?
It is very difficult to figure out where he fits into this period of Irish history, but
there is no doubt he and his comrade, John Austin, were involved in the uprising
during the year of 1798. So now they await the consequences of their trial to see
if it reveals them both to be Rebels of the British Crown. Sophia, Ferdinand’s
wife, has now a two-year-old son to bring up by herself as she awaits to hear the
final judgement for her husband.
Later: During March 1799 both Ferdinand and John were tried and found
guilty of treason then locked away in Kilmainham Gaol for several months
before voluntary transportation. Journal two gives a formal account of their
plight leading up to this date.
(At this point of our journey, because of the existence of official records it is
possible for us to explore the actual genealogy and history of Ferdinand and his
first family with his good wife, Sophia, in Ireland.)
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER EIGHT

IRISH GENEALOGY
FOR: FERDINAND CHARLES AND SOPHIA MEURANT
Generation one…

He was born about: 8 Nov 1765
In: France
Died about: 4 Nov 1844 aged about 78
Married about: 1791
First wife: Sophia (No surname confirmed)
In: Dublin, Ireland
She was born about: 1765
In: Ireland
Died about: no record
They had the following child…
1/. Edward

No other children announced through Irish ‘BDM’ or ‘Archives’…
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EDWARD MEURANT
Generation two…

Note: Consider then, that the adventurous Ferdinand left his family a box full of
gold hidden under a rock before he was tried for Rebellion against the Crown in
1798.
Think about it. He had the perfect profession to make Irish pound notes. Could
the family have traded a suitcase full of counterfeit notes, for gold or silver,
something of real value? Then, after his trial, he kindly left these with his wife,
Sophia, which, in turn, gave her security and a comfortable living. After all she
had their son to educate and bring up.
This could have been the near perfect way to say, “I am sorry, to his Irish family.
Many family researchers for Meurant have catalogued Edward, born in
Ireland, as being a son of Sophia and Ferdinand, and he is openly recorded as
such on many genealogical pages online. This is conjecture only, as there are
no official records which state this relationship. However, research reveals that
between 1790 and about 1900, there was only one Meurant family living in
Dublin, Ireland, that of Edward and Anne Meurant.
The Christian name Edward is most certainly a family name with many
Edwards officially recorded as descendants of Ferdinand. At this point of the
compilation, it is suggested positively, that this Edward, born 1793, ‘IS’ the son
of Sophia and Ferdinand Meurant.
Edward was involved with the Military in Dublin as the following request for
his military certificates indicates. This request was sent from the Isle of Man.
We ask, “What was Edward doing on the Isle of Man?” As fate would have it,
there was a cholera outbreak in 1832-33, during the same period that he had
written his request to the Army, so perhaps, he was in quarantine until the
epidemic was over. It would have been senseless to return to Dublin in case he
was a carrier. Or, was he there from Dublin on an official engagement for the
Medical Department of the British Army?
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1814: EDWARD IS WORKING AS A CLERK FOR THE MILITARY MEDICAL BOARD
DUBLIN. HE IS ABOUT 20YEARS OLD
First name(s)

Edward

Last name

Meurant

Year

1814

Residence

-

Section

Medical Board, Military Account Office

County

-

Record set

John Watson Stewart, The Gentleman's and Citizen's Almanac
For the Year 1814

Category

Directories & Social History

Subcategory

Directories & Almanacs

Collections from

Ireland
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The directory above shows Edward working as a Clerk.

1832: LETTER FROM EDWARD TO THE MILITARY ACCOUNTS OFFICE
Reference:
CSO/RP/1832/6682
Date:
19 Dec 1832
Creator:
Chief Secretary's Office
Scope and Content:
Letter from Edward Meurant, South Quay, Douglas, Isle of Man, to Edward Smith Stanley, [Chief
Secretary], requesting the return of military service certificates signed by Mr Otley.

Edwards’ military certificates were signed by Brook Taylor Ottley, (Otley) Esquire. C/o
Military Accompts Office (Accounts Office) Dublin…27

27

https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=kblLAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA89&lpg=PA89&dq=Ottley+Brook+Esq+Dublin
&source=bl&ots=Yu2GnvaggA&sig=ACfU3U2ATEaWoqnxEuvrXegM1SdehDdjKw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKE
wj1uHZzvrlAhWUbysKHUsjDF4Q6AEwA3oECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q=Ottley%20Brook%20Esq%20Dublin&f=false
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Above: South Quay, Douglas, Isle of Man
Steam Packet Company paddle steamer berthed with a sailing boat passing alongside.28

MILITARY DEPARTMENT IN IRELAND 1800
Under British rule, the Irish executive government based at Dublin Castle was
led by the Lord Lieutenant, or Viceroy, the King’s representative in Ireland. His
immediate subordinate was the Chief Secretary, and directly below this post, a
Resident Under Secretary was responsible for the day to day running of the
administration.
After the Act of Union in 1800, despite the abolition of the Dublin parliament,
Ireland retained its own executive government, an anomaly which emphasised
Ireland’s incomplete integration into the enlarged United Kingdom.
Moreover, in the years after 1800, the power dynamic between Lord
Lieutenant and Chief Secretary altered fundamentally. With all Irish
parliamentary business henceforth conducted in London, Dublin ceased to be
the hub of the Irish political scene; resident in Dublin for much of the year, the
Lord Lieutenant found himself increasingly cut off from decision-making.

28

https://www.imuseum.im/search/collections/archive/mnh-museum-103366.html
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In contrast, the Chief Secretary, travelling regularly to London for
parliamentary sessions, liaising with the British cabinet, and representing Irish
matters in the House of Commons, found himself exercising the real influence
in Irish affairs, as a participating member of the British government. Even prior
to the Act of Union, the Chief Secretary’s responsibilities, and thereby his
power, had been steadily increasing.
He supervised the administrative boards, was the channel for all military
business, attended councils, maintained a large correspondence with the ports
and the magistracy, dealt with the army of applicants for favours and
patronage, regulated the revenue, and prepared legislation.
Whilst the personalities and zeal of individual office holders inevitably shaped
the relationship between the two men, by 1818, it was the Chief Secretary,
although still theoretically holding the subordinate post, who was the effective
political head of the Irish administration. As a result of this increased status of
the Chief Secretary, his office was the centre of government in Ireland during
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The Lord Lieutenant had now
become more of a figure-head in the Irish administration, focusing on the
many ceremonial duties which accompanied the office.
At the time that, when Edward Meurant was on the Isle of Man, Richard
Colley Wellesley was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (1821–28, 1833–34).
During his time in Ireland Wellesley was noted for his attempt to reconcile
Protestants and Roman Catholics in a bitterly divided country.

Left: Engraved picture of Richard Colley
Wellesley.
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1832: THE CHOLERA EPIDEMIC IN THE ISLE OF MAN
During the years 1832 and 1833 a severe outbreak of cholera swept the Isle of
Man, the effects of which were particularly acute in what was by that time the
largest town on the island, Douglas.
We oft have heard a rumour from afar,
Of eternal tumult, and of bloody war;
We've heard of famine, and the mournful cries
Have drawn the tears from sympathetic eyes;
We've known when trade in silence lay at rest,
Deep sighs to heave the clamming sufferer's breast;
We've heard of sore diseases oft to rage
Among mankind, in every land and age;
But now the cry from many a hapless shore,
Vibrates in accents louder than before !
Whence came this fearful scourge, this dread disease?
Is chance its father, and its wings the breeze
O no! commissioned by the offended God,
It goes where his justice points the rod;
He sent it forth whose hand no man can stay.
O Mona, long the seat of soft repose,
How great thy sins have been! — how few thy woes!
Think not to rest in guilt secure, unknown
By Him who sits on the eternal throne:
He sees thy guilt — he threatens to destroy;
Repent — reform — or in his anger die.
Douglas, Aug 25, 1832 M.B.29

Cholera, probably endemic in Lower Bengal from remotest antiquity, from
time to time spread as an epidemic over the rest of India. In 1819 the British
Army in India brought the cholera from the Ganges with them as far as the
Himalayan mountains.
During the next ten years, this disease spread along the eastern trade routes,
killing thousands in every place it visited. In 1830 it had reached Astrakhan in
Russia and on 14 September 1830, Moscow. In a short time, it had spread
throughout Europe, with the first case of cholera in the British Isles being
reported on September 23 1831.
29

http://www.isle-of-man.com/manxnotebook/famhist/genealgy/press.htm
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In a matter of days, the disease had spread to the surrounding countryside and
three months later had spread to Edinburgh and Glasgow. It was reported as
having reached London in February 1832, and Dublin on the 22 March.
The newspapers on the Isle of Man gave full coverage to the spread of cholera,
warning the people to take precautions to prevent its entry into the Island. On
29 May, the Manx Sun reported that cholera had broken out in Liverpool. The
first report of the outbreak in Douglas was on 3 July. Thomas Woods, aged 24
years, died on 28 June, and was buried in the province of Braddan. He was the
first of 83 people recorded in the burial register with a 'C' meaning they had
died of cholera. Thomas Woods, a blacksmith, lived in Fancy Street. His father
died of cholera a few days later.
The Manx Sun of July 31 reported that ‘the cholera is confined to Sand Street.
A wooden building was erected on the Hill's estate for treating cholera
patients. Dr Quine and two nurses were appointed for this’.
Week by week the number of cases increased. A large pit had been dug in St.
George's churchyard for cholera victims. That people fled from Douglas to
other parts of the Island is true, but the following article from the Manx Sun of
4 September is interesting:
"The prevalence of the Asiatic cholera has increased during the last week and
which we believe is to be attributed mainly to the extreme thoughtlessness in
the surviving friends of those who die. We witnessed in the course of the last
week a bin in Sand Street waiting to receive a cholera corpse and the house
was crowded with persons, mostly women and children who were eager to see
the dead. Several of these have paid the fatal forfeiture for their curiosity.
The eagerness with which the friends follow the infectious coffin is culpable but
infinitely and atrociously more so, are those who use the occasion to get drunk.
The very hearse that conveys the contagious remains to the grave has
frequently been observed to return laden with six or seven of the deluded
followers intoxicated by drinking drams at every public house they come to.’
The article continues giving suggestions about how the infectious case should
be treated.
A Board of Health had been appointed in October 1831. It arranged for the
houses of the poor to be white washed and lime to be given out to spread over
the middens. This was done early in 1832. One of the Committee said that if
the disease broke out, tar barrels should be burnt, and cannon fired in the
streets. This was done in the most affected parts of the town on 3 September
1832.
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The cholera in Douglas ended by the beginning of October. The north of the
Island had escaped but Castletown and the south were infected. Castletown's
first case occurred on 20 August. The first two cases were women from
Douglas. 27 persons died in Queen Hithe Street. It spread through the town,
and out of a population of two thousand, ninety died. The last victim was Dr
Richard Jones, who had been attending the sick, who died on 13 October.
During the prevalence of the disease a Board of Health was established, large
sums of money raised, a hospital prepared on the Claddagh and the poor were
supplied with comforts, medicine and clothes. The beds and clothes of those
who died were burned. The dead were wrapped in tarred sheets, confined and
buried immediately and the graves, to prevent them being reopened, marked
Cholera.
Castletown and the south of the Island escaped the 1833 outbreak.30

31

30
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http://www.isle-of-man.com/manxnotebook/famhist/v11spc.htm
http://manxscenes.com/tag/cholera/
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER NINE

TITLES AND WEALTH
(Edward Meurant married Anne Richardson: 22 April 1820, in Dublin, Ireland).

One can assume Edward had a middle-class income, being attached to the
British Army as a clerk in Military Headquarters Dublin. After his death in 1837,
at a very young age, one can also assume that very little income would be
available to keep the family household running. Was Anne, his wife, then left
destitute with a family to fend for and nowhere to live?

Above: Table of salaries for Office staff, Military Headquarters, Dublin, Ireland
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Extensive research reveals that Edward did have wealth and owned property
in Dublin. He must have had a very good education which his job as a clerk
would require. Did these steps towards being part of the gentry in Dublin,
thanks to his father, Ferdinand, and mother, Sophia, place him in a social
class which enabled him to meet a wealthy woman. Yes, they did…
Edward went on to marry a noblewoman and it was her wealth, bequeathed
to her in several properties in the upper-class area of Dublin, that pushed
their family into the top echelon of Dublin Society.
Not much has been revealed about their early days together, until they started
having children. But what is known is that at some stage they were living at 1718 Russell Place in Dublin, and between them they had a large portfolio of
rental properties.
Unfortunately, Edward died 28 August 1837, aged 41. Anne continued to
manage their property portfolio on her own. It has been noted that she was a
very energetic and kind mother and her children loved her dearly.
After her death in 1872, the Dublin properties that Anne Meurant had been
bequeathed, and that she in turn bequeathed to her family, were sold by her
executors, one of whom was her eldest son, Arthur Richardson Meurant,
and the other, William Caldwell Hogan, a solicitor.
Arthur was consequently involved in the sale, by auction, in June 1875, of a
number of properties – 8 Belvedere Place, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 Russell
Place, and a dwelling house in Fitzgibbon Street,32 all said to be…
“substantially-built modern houses, in thorough repair, situated in the
immediate vicinity of Mountjoy-Square, respectably tenanted by private
families and set at very moderate rents”.

32

https://www.libraryireland.com/Dublin-Street-Directory-1862/1210.php
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REAL ESTATE OWNED BY ANNE MEURANT 33

33

https://www.findmypast.com.au/search/results?_page=10&lastname=meurant&sourcecountry=ireland
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ABOUT LANDED ESTATES COURT RENTALS 1850-1885
The Landed Estates Court Rentals are an important source for Irish family
history, as they provide extensive information about land occupation in the
mid-19th Century, often including information back to the 18th Century. They
were printed to facilitate the sale of bankrupt estates and included information
about tenants, the lots they rented and the terms of their tenancy, as well as a
map specifying the boundaries. More than 500,000 tenants are recorded in
these documents dealing with more than 8,000 estates throughout the
country.
By the mid-19th Century many of the large Irish estates were in serious
financial difficulty. Landowners found themselves legally obliged to pay out
annuities and charges on their land, mainly to pay mortgages or ‘portions’ to
family members contracted by marriage settlements and/or wills of previous
generations. All payments had to be met, before the owner/ occupier could
take an income from their estate.
By the time of the FAMINE 1845 (see added information) as prices for sale or
rental of land plummeted, the monies that had to be paid out from the
individual estates remained the same, and many Irish estates became insolvent
as debts exceeded earnings. However, the landowners could not sell their
estates to discharge their debts, because the land was entailed.
In 1848 and 1849, two Encumbered Estates Acts were passed to facilitate the
sale of these estates. Under the second act, (12 and 13 Vic., c. 77), an
Encumbered Estates Court was established, whereby the state took ownership
of these properties and then sold them on with a parliamentary title, free from
the threat of contested ownership.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LAND COURTS
The Encumbered Estates Court was established in 1849. In 1852, it was
replaced by the Landed Estates Courts, which was itself superseded in 1877 by
the Land Judges Court, part of the Chancery Division of the High Court.
Although there were some differences in the powers of these courts, their
principal function remained the same, to sell off insolvent estates.
The Land Courts system was the first significant step towards the break-up of
the old estates in Ireland. From the genealogist’s perspective, the Rentals have
an added value, because the estate records (rentals, maps, leases) that would
have existed prior to these sales, no longer survive. This is because once the
parliamentary grant to title was secured by purchase from the Land Courts,
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there was no need to retain any of the documentation regarding previous land
titles.
WHAT THE RENTALS ARE
The Rentals are effectively printed sale-catalogues, which were circulated to
prospective purchasers in advance of the sale. They were compiled with the
intention of attracting purchasers and of providing information on the estate in
a clear and uniform manner. The Land Courts sold estates in every county in
Ireland, and the Rentals cover large parts of the country. The estates now sold
included urban as well as rural property, and many of the Rentals relate to
houses and other buildings in villages, towns and cities. The information is
printed and presented in a standard manner.
STRUCTURE OF THE RENTALS/SALE-CATALOGUES
The title page in a Rental identifies the estate and gives the date and place of
the sale. This is usually followed by brief descriptive particulars of the estate
and its situation, intended to attract prospective buyers. Anyone who has read
the property section of a newspaper, will know what to expect in this section.
The descriptive particulars are generally followed by observations and
conditions of sale.
To the genealogist, the Rentals, especially the Lot descriptions, provide the
most critical information contained in these catalogues. These outline the
ownership and occupation history of the lot, the quantity of land and the
yearly rent that could be charged. Most significantly, they also include the list
of tenants, the size of the holding and the terms of tenure.
Where a tenant held a lease, rather than a yearly tenancy, the particulars will
also name all lives contracted for (usually three), and any of those named still
alive at the time of the sale. Thus, the information contained in the Rental
allows the genealogist to document connections between close family
members going back one or more generations.
The Rentals also usually included a map to situate the estate or lot in relation
to the surrounding countryside, and often also a detailed map of the lot itself.
In the case of urban property, a village or town-plan was included. 34

34

Copyright of IIMI Inc and brightsolid online publishing (Ireland) Ltd. All rights reserved. Images and Index
Data owned by IIMI Inc and bright-solid online publishing Ireland Ltd
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IRISH POTATO FAMINE
Note: The Irish Potato Famine, also known as the ‘Great Hunger’, began when a
fungus-like organism called Phytophthora infestans (or P. infestans) spread
rapidly throughout Ireland. The infestation ruined up to one half of the potato
crop that year, and about three quarters of the crop over the next seven years.
Beginning in 1845 and lasting for six years, the potato famine killed over a
million men, women and children in Ireland and caused another million to flee
the country.
Ireland, in the mid-1800s, was an agricultural nation, populated by eight
million persons who were among the poorest people in the Western World.
Only about a quarter of the population could read and write. Life expectancy
was short, just 40 years for men. The Irish married quite young, girls at 16,
boys at 17 or 18, and tended to have large families, although infant mortality
was also high.
A British survey in 1835 found half of the rural families in Ireland living in
single-room, windowless, mud cabins without chimneys. The people lived in
small communal clusters, known as clachans, spread out among the beautiful
countryside. Up to a dozen persons lived inside a cabin, sleeping on straw on
the bare ground, sharing the place with the family's pig and chickens. In some
cases, mud cabin occupants were the dispossessed descendants of Irish estate
owners. It was not uncommon for a
beggar in Ireland to mention that he
was in fact the descendant of an
ancient Irish king.
Most of the Irish countryside was
owned by members of the English and
Anglo-Irish aristocracy. Many were
absentee landlords that set foot on
their properties once or twice a year, if
at all. Mainly Protestant, they held titles
to enormous tracts of land long ago
confiscated from native Irish Catholics
by British conquerors such as Oliver
Cromwell. The landlords often utilized
local agents to manage their estates while living lavishly themselves in London
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or in Europe off the rents paid by Catholics for land their ancestors had once
owned.
Throughout Ireland, Protestants, known as middlemen, rented large amounts
of land on the various estates then sub-divided the land into smaller holdings
which they rented to poor Catholic farmers. The middleman system began in
the 1700s and became a major source of misery as they kept, sub-dividing
estates into smaller and smaller parcels while increasing the rent every year in
a practice known as rack-renting.
The average tenant farmer lived at subsistence level on less than ten acres.
These Catholic farmers were usually considered tenants-at-will and could be
evicted on short notice at the whim of the landlord, his agent, or middleman.
By law, any improvements they made, such as building a stone house, became
the property of the landlord. Thus, there was never any incentive to upgrade
their living conditions.
The tenant farmers often allowed landless labourers, known as cottiers, to live
on their farms. The cottiers performed daily chores and helped bring in the
annual harvest in lieu of rent. In return, they could build a small cabin and keep
their own potato garden to feed their families. Other landless labourers rented
small, fertilized potato plots from farmers as conacre, with a portion of their
potato harvest given up as payment for rent. Poor Irish labourers, more than
anyone, became totally dependent on the potato for their existence. They also
lived in a state of permanent insecurity with the possibility always looming that
they might be thrown off their plot.
The most fertile farmland was found in the north and east of Ireland. The more
heavily populated south and west featured large wet areas (bog) and rocky
soil. Mountains and bogs cover about a third of Ireland. By the mid-1800s, the
density of Irish living on cultivated land was about 700 people per square mile,
amongst the highest rate in Europe.
Potatoes are not native to Ireland but likely originated in the Andes Mountains
of Peru, South America. In the early 1500s, Spanish conquerors found the Incas
growing the vegetable, which the Spanish called patatas. They were taken back
to Europe and eventually reached England where the name changed to potato.
About 1590, potatoes were introduced to Ireland where farmers quickly
discovered they thrived in their country's cool moist soil with very little labour.
An acre of fertilized potato field could yield up to 12 tons of potatoes, enough
to feed a family of six for a year, with leftovers going to the family's animals.
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By the 1800s, the potato had become the staple crop in the poorest regions.
More than three million Irish peasants subsisted solely on the vegetable which
is rich in protein, carbohydrates, minerals, and vitamins such as riboflavin,
niacin and Vitamin C. It is possible to stay healthy on a diet of potatoes alone.
The Irish often drank a little buttermilk with their meal and sometimes used
salt, cabbage, and fish as seasoning. Irish peasants were healthier than
peasants in England or Europe where bread, far less nutritious, was the staple
food.
Irish farmers utilized an ancient 'lazy bed' planting technique. Using a simple
spade, they first marked long parallel lines in the soil about four feet apart
throughout the entire plot. In between the lines, they piled a mixture of
manure and crushed seashells then turned over the surrounding sod on to this,
leaving the grass turned upside down. Seed potatoes were inserted inbetween the overturned grass and the layer of fertilizer, then buried with dirt
dug-up along the marked lines. The potato bed was thus raised about a foot off
the surrounding ground, with good drainage provided via the newly dug
parallel trenches.
Planting occurred in the spring beginning around St. Patrick's Day. Most of the
poor Irish grew a variety known as Lumpers, a high yielding, but less nutritious
potato that didn't mature until September or October. Every year for the poor,
July and August were the hungry months, as the previous year's crop became
inedible and the current crop wasn't quite ready for harvest. This was the
yearly 'summer hunger,' also called 'meal months,' referring to oat or barley
meal bought from price gouging dealers out of necessity. During the summer
hunger, women and children from the poorest families resorted to begging
along the roadside, while the men sought temporary work in the harvest fields
of England.
By autumn, the potatoes were ready to be harvested, carefully stored in pits,
and eaten during the long winter into the spring and early summer. The Irish
population consumed an estimated seven million tons in this way each year.
The system worked year after year and the people were sustained if the
potato crop didn't fail. 35

35
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RECORDS FOR EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT

First name(s)

Anne

Last name

Meurant

Year

1819

Place

Main-Street

Parish

-

County

Westmeath

Covering date

Jun 1858

Volume

052

Document

008

Record set

Landed Estates Court Rentals 1850-1885

Category

Census, land & surveys

Subcategory

Land & Estates

Collections from

Ireland
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Landed Estates Court Rentals 1850-1885 for Anne Meurant.
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EDWARD’S WILL
First name(s)

A.

Last name

Meurant

Year

1837

County

-

Where grant proved

Prerogative Court

Document type

Will

Document status

Transcript

Volume

4/237/1

Ref.no.

IWR/1837/F/736

Record set

Index Of Irish Wills 1484-1858

Category

Life Events (BDMs)

Subcategory

Wills & Probate

Collections from

Ireland
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NOBILITY 1843
First name(s)

-

Last name

Meurant

Year

1843

Town/street

17 Russell Place

Section

Nobility, Gentry, Merchants And Traders

County

Dublin

Record set

The Post Office Annual Directory And Calendar For 1843, Dublin.

Category

Directories & Social History

Subcategory

Directories & Almanacs

Collections from

Ireland
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Census records for Dublin with Mrs Anne Meurant listed in Russell Place 36

36

Meurant Year 1846 Town Dublin County Dublin Record setI. Slater, National Commercial Directory Of
Ireland (1846) Category Directories & Social History Subcategory Directories & Almanacs Collections from
Ireland
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RESIDENCE. 1868
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First name(s)

-

Last name

Meurant

Year

1868

Town/street

18 Russell Place
List Of The Nobility, Gentry, Merchants, And Traders, Public Officers

Section
&C
County

Dublin

Record set

Thom's Irish Almanac And Official Directory Of Ireland, 1868

Category

Directories & Social History

Subcategory

Directories & Almanacs

Collections from

Ireland

ANNE RICHARDSON
She was probably the daughter of Robert Walsh Richardson
First name(s)

Robert

Last name

Richardson

Year

1798

Residence

Coombe 13

Parish

-

County

Dublin

Record set

1798 Claimants and Surrenders

Category

Armed Forces & Conflict

Subcategory

Civil War & Rebellion

Collections from

Ireland
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1798: CLAIMANTS AND SURRENDERS
These records are a distillation of three main sources available here through
the hard work and dedication of researcher, Ian Cantwell.
The information about the Surrenders comes from two lists of those who
handed themselves in after the Dublin phase of the uprising which began on 23
May 1798 and was suppressed in around a week.
There is also a list of those who surrendered to magistrates in the Barony of
Coolock, now part of modern Dublin. This list dates from later in the rebellion,
with the earliest recorded dates not until 29 June 1798, through to 9
September.
There are a little over a thousand names across both lists. It is worth noting
that while leaders tended to be punished, followers received amnesty.
The main bulk of these records is composed of names of those who made
claims to the government about losses they had sustained as a result of the
fighting. These claimants, unsurprisingly, all identified themselves as loyalists
to the parliament when making their claims. The claims were made by people
from all walks of life and vary from substantial to far more modest. Not all
claims were granted, and many were not granted for the full amount claimed.
The amounts are given in the pre-decimal form of English Sterling, in pounds,
shillings and pence. Before decimalisation in 1971, a pound was made up of 20
shillings or 240 pence. A shilling was equal to 12 pence. In 1798, an agricultural
labourer would earn around £10 a year and a horse would also cost around
£10.
Left: Bread cart in old Dublin37

37
http://www.

olddublintown.com
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/Ann and Edward

CHAPTER TEN

GENEALOGY FOR…
EDWARD MEURANT AND ANN RICHARDSON
Generation two…

He was born about: 1793
At: Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 28 Aug 1837 age 44
At: Dublin, Ireland
Buried: Mt Jerome cemetery Dublin, Ireland.
Married about: 22 April 1820
At: Dublin, Ireland
To: Anne Richardson
Relative: Robert Walsh Richardson
She: Born about: 1791
At: Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 1872 age 81
Probate: 15 Oct 1872
They had the following children…

1: Arthur Richardson
2. Eliza
3. Anna
4. Francis
5. Edward
6. John William
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MT JEROME CEMETERY, DUBLIN, IRELAND
Interments in this plot (no. C35 – 84)
This enclosure
contains what was mortal of
EDWARD MEURANT Esqr
who died on the 28th day of August 1837
in the forty first year of his age
Also of his Grandchildren
RICHARD and JOHN ARMSTRONG
who died in early infancy
sons of RICHARD ARMSTRONG Esqr
Also of
ARTHUR EDWARD BENJAMIN ARMSTRONG
who died 15th July 1861
in the 10th year
of his age beloved and lamented
Also MARIA died Nov. 27th 1863 aged 6 years
and In Memory of ANNE
wife of the above EDWARD
who died 15th October 1872
after a long and unselfish life, aged 82
beloved and respected by all who knew
her end was peaceful
"They that sow in tears shall reap in joy"
Also In Memory of
DORCAS CRUMP
who died March aged years
and RACHEL her sister
who died October 1840 aged 11years
Wards of the above
EDWARD and ANNE MEURANT
"Gone but not lost"
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Note: Mount Jerome Cemetery was originally on the estate of Rev Stephen
Jerome who in 1639 was Vicar of Saint Kevin Parish. After other ownerships, the
General Cemetery Company of Dublin purchased the land for this cemetery in
1834, opening the cemetery in 1836. In 1984 the complete cemetery was
purchased by the undertakers, Massey. It contains over 300,000 burials.
This cemetery is old with many very elaborate stones, as well as many worn with
decay. It is situated on the south side of Dublin and is easy to reach from Dublin
city centre by bus. This cemetery is sometimes called Harold's Cross Cemetery.

38

Below: Russell Court, Dublin

38

https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:33SQ-GTMC2CZ?i=242&cc=1921305&personaUrl=%2Fark%3A%2F61903%2F1%3A1%3AKZ57-YNF
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Julia and Arthur

CHAPTER ELEVEN

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT
ARTHUR RICHARDSON MEURANT/DEMEURANT
Generation three …

He was born about: 1821, Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 4 March 1894
At: Seisdon, Staffordshire, England
Married about: 19 Feb 1849
To: Julia Brown nee Kelly
Witnesses: Julia’s sister, Marcella
And John Flanagan: All living in Melbourne
At: St Francis Church Melbourne, Australia
She: Born about: 1825
Died about: 10 Sept 1861
At: Paddington, Greater Sydney, NSW, Australia

They had the following child…

1. Sarah Ann ‘Annie’ Meurant. Born 20 May 1850
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TIMELINE FOR ARTHUR RICHARDSON MEURANT
(DEMEURANT/ MURRANT)
ELDEST GRANDSON OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
1821: Born Dublin, Ireland to Edward and Anne Meurant.
1837: Midshipman, British Merchant Navy.
1848: Mate, British Merchant Navy.
1849: England to Australia. Steamer ‘Shamrock’ Launceston 16 Feb 1849
Destination Sydney 23 Feb 1849. Working for the East India Company service.
1849: Married in, Melbourne, Victoria Australia to Julia Mary Brown at Roman
Catholic Parish, St Francis, Melbourne. He of Mountjoy Square, Dublin, Ireland.
1850: On 20th May 1850, a daughter, Sarah A (Annie), was born to Julia &
Arthur at Sea View Cottage, Paddington. Working for the British East India
Company Services.
1853: Living at South Head Rd, Sydney, NSW, Australia. Visited grandfather,
Ferdinand.
1861: Wife, Julia Mary, died.
1864: Ireland. Managing mother’s estate, training for the clergy. Living at 3
North William Street, Dublin. His child, Amelia, born to Alicia Maddon, 26
March 1864. Baptized St Agathis, Dublin, Ireland.
1871: Clergy England. Son Arthur Richardson Meurant born in Ireland. No
mother featured.
1880: Married Sarah Annie Hulley at Windsor, Berkshire, England.
1881: Retired on Pension: Chelsea Pensioner’s Service for the military.
1891: Retired. Clerk in Holy Orders. Seisdon Village, Trysull, Staffordshire
England.
1894: Died 4 March, at Lichfield, Staffordshire, England.
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LIFETIME PROFESSIONS
1837-1848: EMPLOYED BY BRITISH MERCHANT NAVY

First name(s)

Arthur

Last name

Murant

Birth year

1821

Birth date

18 Jan 1821

Birth place

Dublin

Birth county/country

Dublin

Archive

The National Archives

Series

BT113

Piece number

218

Date range

1845-1854

Record set

Britain, Merchant Seamen, 1835-1857

Category

Education & work

Subcategory

Merchant Navy & Maritime

Collections from

Great Britain, UK None
39

39

https://www.findmypast.com/search/results?datasetname=britain%2C%20merchant%20seamen%2C%2018
35-1857&firstname=arthur&firstname_variants=true&lastname=meurant&lastname_variants=true
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ABOUT BRITISH MERCHANT SEAMEN
One can search the National Archives Merchant Seamen records and discover
ancestors who lived at sea. The records include seamen from England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland, and the Republic of Ireland, as well as far-flung places such
as Malta, Canada, and Denmark, to name a few. The records provide physical
descriptions of your ancestors.
The Merchant Navy Seamen 1835-1857 records created by the central
government to monitor a potential reserve of sailors for the Royal Navy,
represent individual seamen. Over 1.9 million records are available to view
between these dates.
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Merchant Navy Seamen records are split into two very distinct sections because
in 1857 the Board of Trade abandoned the seamen's register, deeming the
agreements and crew lists enough to meet the department's needs. This means
that no register of ordinary seamen's service was kept between 1858-1913.
These are volumes from The National Archives' record series BT112, BT113,
BT114, BT115, BT116 and BT120.

Left: Naval Midshipman.
About 1840

40

40

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Midshipman
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1848-1863: ARTHUR MEURANT EMPLOYED BY:
BRITISH EAST INDIA SERVICES, AUSTRALIA
It is uncertain how long Arthur had been working in Melbourne, Australia
before he married Julia Browne, nee Kelly, there. However, soon after, they
were aboard the ship ‘Shamrock,’ on voyage to Sydney. By 1853 they were
living at South Head Road, Sydney, Australia.

This is therefore to Caution all Governors,
and Officers in Command at any of His
Majesty's Ports, and the Honourable
East India Company's Magistrates
or Officers in Command, at
Home and Abroad, at whatsoever
Port or Ports the said Brig may be taken
into, or met with at Sea, against any
frauds or deceptions that may be put in
practice by the offending Parties; and
to require their being taken into custody
wherever found; and information rendered
thereof to the Governor or Officer
in Command at their Settlements, or to
any other British Authority, that they
may be brought to condign punishment.
By Command of His Excellency,
G. Blaxcell, Sec.
Government House, Sydney
in New South Wales, July 18th, 1806.
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IN-TRANSIT TO SYDNEY FROM MELBOURNE. FEBRUARY 1849
ARRIVAL: STEAMER SHAMROCK FROM

LIVERPOOL ENGLAND
200 TONS
Master:
Origin:

Gilmore
Launceston 1849 Feb 16

Destination: Sydney

1849 Feb 23

Passenger list 41

Just a few named here…
Dight

Mrs and 2 children tsg:258

Goodsir

Mr

tsg:258

Rapp

Mr

tsg:258

De MeurantMr and Mrs

tsg:258

Emerson

Mr

tsg:258

Lumsdaine Mr

tsg:258

McPhee

Capt

tsg:258

Polack

Mr

tsg:258

Above: The steamer sailing ship ‘Shamrock’

41

http://www.ozships.net/ozships/events/8/793.htm#76838
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1849: ARTHUR MARRIES JULIA MARIE BROWNE NEE KELLY IN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

First name(s)

Julia Mary

Last name

Browne

Sex

Female

Marriage year

1849

Spouse's first name(s)

Arthur Richardson

Spouse's last name

Demurrant

State

Victoria

Country

Australia

Record set

Victoria Marriages 1836-1942

Registration number

646

Category

Birth, Marriage & Death (Parish Registers)

Subcategory

Civil Marriage & Divorce

Collections from

Australasia

First name(s)

AR

Last name

de Meurant

Year

1853

Date

01 Mar 1853

Entry

Postal

Place

Sydney Sth Head Rd

State

New South Wales

Country

Australia

Record set

New South Wales Government Gazette Indexes 1832-1863

Category

Directories & Social History

Collections from

Australasia
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ARTHUR’S FIRST CHILD IS BORN
On 20 May 1850, a daughter, ‘Sarah A (Annie)’, was born to Julia and Arthur
at Sea View Cottage, Paddington, Sydney, Australia.
Sarah only had a very short time with her mother because ‘Julia’, died on 10
September 1861, in Gipps Street, Paddington, Sydney, Australia.
In her will, Julia left her 11-year-old daughter, Annie Demeurant as she is now
known, all her worldly possessions but left nothing to her husband, Arthur,
leading to speculation that they may have separated by then.

"BIRTH", The Sydney Morning Herald (28 May 1850), 3
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article12918230
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The year is unknown in which Arthur left Australia after Julia’s death in 1861,
but in 1864 he is living close to his mother Anne Meurant, back in Dublin
Ireland, where he has another child, named Amelia to Alitia/Alicia
Maddon/Madden…
Nothing more is known about Amelia’s life and by 1871 Arthur was in
England…
Birth record…
First name(s)

Amelia

Last name

Meurant

Birth date

26 Mar 1864

Baptism year

1864

Baptism date

06 Apr 1864

Residence

3 N William St

Parish

St. Agatha's, Dublin City

Alternative parish names

North William St., St. Agatha's Nth. William ST

Diocese

Dublin

County

Dublin

Country

Ireland

Father's first name(s)

Arthurus

Father's last name

Meurant

Mother's first name(s)

Alicia

Mother's last name

Maddon

Repository

National Library of Ireland

National Library of Ireland register

http://registers.nli.ie//registers/vtls000633464#page/1/mode/1up
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Record for Amelia Meurant
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CLERGYMAN
NOW KNOWN AS ‘MEURANT’
1871: Arthur, back in England, has adopted a new career in the religious life,
after leaving a newly-born son in Ireland.
His son was given his name Arthur Richard but details about his mother and
early childhood are unknown. One must assume though, that he is the brother
of Amelia Meurant born in 1864 to Alitia/Alicia Maddon.
In the 1871 Census, Arthur had been living at 130 Rodney Yard, Wakefield All
Saints, Yorkshire, England, United Kingdom and was the Senior Curate at
Wakefield Parish Church from October 1870 to Sept 1871. After Sept 1871, he
became the Vicar of Stanley, Derby, England.

Above: Church of St Andrew in Stanley Derbyshire
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CENSUS DETAILS

Details taken from the original census record.
First name(s)

Arthur R

Last name

Meurant

Relationship

Lodger

Marital status

-

Sex

Male

Age

44

Birth year

1827

Occupation

-

Birth town

-

Birth place

Ireland

Birth county

-

Birth county as transcribed

IRELAND

House name

-

Street

Rodney Yard

Parish

Wakefield

Town

Wakefield

City

Wakefield

County

Yorkshire, Yorkshire (West Riding)

Country

England
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Registration district

Wakefield

Vessel name

-

Archive reference

RG10

Piece number

4624

Folio

149

Page

23

Record set

1871 England, Wales & Scotland Census

Category

Census, land & surveys

Subcategory

Census

Collections from

Great Britain, England

ARTHUR REMARRIES
Sometime in 1871-72, Arthur was appointed Perpetual Curate (Vicar) of
Stanley, Derbyshire, where he lived until about 1891.
In 1880, he married Sarah Annie Hulley, daughter of Jasper Hulley and Maria,
from Guernsey in Windsor, Berkshire.
In 1891, they were living in Seisdon Village, Trysull, Staffordshire, and he had
retired from religious orders.
He died there on 4th March 1894, aged 72. His wife, Sarah A, died there in late
1909 aged 66.
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SARAH ANNIE HULLEY BORN IN GUERNSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS

Name:

Arthur Richardson Meurant

Event Type:

Marriage

Event Place:

Windsor, Berkshire, England

Registration District:

Windsor

County:

Berkshire

Registration Quarter:

Jul-Aug-Sep

Registration Year:

1880

Volume:

2C

Page:

727

Affiliate Line Number:

109

Possible Spouse:

Frank Akery

Possible Spouse:

Sarah Annie Hulley

Possible Spouse:

Linzy Lawrence

42

42

Name:

Sarah Ann Hulley

Event Type:

Census

Event Date:

1871

Event Place:

Rainow, Cheshire, England, United Kingdom

Sub-District:

Rainow

Enumeration District:

3

Gender:

Female

Age:

27

Marital Status:

Unknown

Relationship to Head of Household:

Daughter

Familysearch.org
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Birth Year (Estimated):

1844

Birthplace:

Guernsey, Channel Islands

Affiliate Image Identifier:

GBC/1871/3671/0058
Household
Role
Sex
Age
Birthplace
Maria Hulley
Head
Female
65
Macclesfield, Cheshire
Mary Hulley
Stepdaughter
Female
45
Park Gate, Cheshire
Ellen Broderick
Daughter
Female
33
Rainow, Cheshire
Elizabeth Dickenson
Daughter
Female
30
Rainow, Cheshire
Sarah Ann Hulley
Daughter
Female
27
Guernsey, Channel Islands
Henry Arthur Brown
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Servant
Male
18
Stourbridge, Worcestershire
Ann Kirk
Servant
Female
36
Rainow, Cheshire
Jane Worthington
Servant
Female
28

Arthur R Meurant's 1891 Census details, taken from the original census record

First
name(s)

Last name Relationship Marital
status

Sex

Age Birth Occupation Birth place
year

-

Arthur R

Meurant

Head

Married

Male

Sarah A

Meurant

Wife

Married

Female 47

1844 -

Guernsey, Channel Islands

Maria

Chinner

Sister In
Law

Married

Female 51

1840 -

Cheshire, England

Ann

Alford

Servant

Widow

Female 30

Cook
1861 Domestic
Servant

High Offley, Shropshire, England

Jane

Chatterley Servant

Married

Female 39

Nurse
1852 Domestic
Servant

London, Middlesex, England

Male

Groom
And
1846 Gardener
Domestic
Servant

Heighley, Shropshire, England

Alfred

Hill

Servant

Widower

69

Clerk In
Holy
1822
Orders
Retired

45
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RETIREMENT
Arthur Meurant
United Kingdom, Chelsea Pensioners' Service Records, 1760-1913
Tools
Name:

Arthur Meurant

Event Type:

Pension

Event Year Range:

1760-1913

Event Place:

United Kingdom

Birthplace:

Dublin

Birth Year (Estimated):

1873

Note: From 1692 until 1955, all army pensions were administered by and paid
from the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, which is why all army pensioners were often
referred to as ‘Chelsea Pensioners. Those eligible veterans of the British Army
surrendered their army pension and were admitted as residents of the Royal
Hospital Chelsea.43
PROBATES
Name:

Arthur Richardson Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

17 Apr 1894

Event Place:

Lichfield, Staffordshire, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Lichfield, Staffordshire, United Kingdom

Death Date:

4 Mar 1894

Beneficiary's Name:

Edward Meurant

Second Beneficiary's Name:

John Somerville

43

https://www.chelsea-pensioners.co.uk › what-chelsea-pensioner
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Name:

Mary Hulley

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

21 Sep 1904

Event Place:

Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, England, United
Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Wolverhampton, United Kingdom

Death Date:

27 Feb 1904

Beneficiary's Name:

Sarah Ann Meurant

Name:

Sarah Anne Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

8 Feb 1910

Event Place:

Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, England, United
Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Wolverhampton, United Kingdom

Death Date:

10 Dec 1909

Beneficiary's Name:

Arderne Hulley

Second Beneficiary's Name:

Charles Blunt
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIERS
1. ARTHUR RICHARDSON MEURANT JUNIOR
SERGEANT, 6TH BATTALION, LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS – ANGLO-BOER WAR
QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL WITH CLASPS CAPE COLONY, ORANGE FREE STATE
AND SOUTH AFRICA 1901 TO NO. 4131 SERGEANT
2. BELGIAN AGENT, CELINE MEURANT-COUSEMENT
RECEIVES MILITARY MEDALS FOR HER PART PLAYED IN WORLD WAR ONE
Arthur Richardson Meurant Junior was born in Ireland about 1870 and would
appear be the son of a man who bore the same name, but that is where the
similarity ended.
(Note: There was only one connected ‘Meurant’ family living in Dublin, Ireland
during this period.1800-1900). Possibly the young scholar below.
Note: A young male Meurant (ancestry unknown) went to school at the Bective
House Seminary, 17 Rutland Square, Dublin (Headmaster, John Lardner Burke,
ex-scholar TCD), where he excelled at Greek, Latin, Geometry, French, English
Composition, English Grammar, Geography and Maps, History, Writing,
Arithmetic, and Reading (Lyric and Epic Poetry, Prose). 44
Details of Arthur Junior’s childhood life are unknown. The fact that he is
nowhere to be found in any census returns indicates he had been sent off to
Boarding School at a young age.
In 1871 his namesake, Arthur Richardson Meurant Senior, moved back over
the Irish Sea to settle in England where he became the Perpetual Curate of
Stanley in Derbyshire. In 1880 Rev. Meurant took for his wife Sarah Annie
Hulley with the presumption being that he was a widower, although this is not
mentioned in the newspaper reports covering the event.

44

Researcher in Ireland.
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The 1881 census merely confirms that Arthur and Sarah Meurant lived alone
other than with the company of their many servants.
The 1891 census was no different. Again, the young Meurant was absent with
only his 70-year-old senior namesake and his wife surrounded by their servants
living in the village of Seisdon.
Later that same year, on 6 October 1891, now aged 18 years and 4 months and
a clerk by profession, Arthur Junior completed the Attestation Papers for Short
Service (7 years with the Colours and 5 years in the Reserve) at Warrington.
This enabled him to join the South Lancashire Regiment. Having been passed
as fit by the doctor, he was assigned No. 3540 and the rank of Private.
Physically, Arthur was 5 feet 10 inches in height, weighed 130 pounds and had
a sallow complexion, brown eyes and brown hair.
Having served only 92 days with this outfit, he purchased his discharge.
Although having been in uniform for a mere 3 months, it was long enough for
his superiors to form the opinion that he was of regular habits, good conduct
and temperate by nature. Having been stationed on the island of Jersey for
most of this time, he was in good health and had no hospital admissions
against his name.
Arthur Junior must have been undecided, if not confused as to where his
future lay, as on 7 July 1892, he donned a uniform once more – on this
occasion attesting for the Lancashire Fusiliers at Belfast in Ireland. Claiming to
be 18 years and 9 months old, he confirmed his short stint with the South
Lancashire Regiment and was assigned No. 4131 and the rank of Private. Not
surprisingly, he was little changed physically, although he had shrunk a bit
coming in at a height of 5 feet 9 ¾ inches and weighing 115 pounds. On this
occasion his sallow complexion was now a fresh one. Passed as fit by the
Doctor at Bury he was posted to the 1st Battalion. Showing signs of leadership,
a promotion to Lance Corporal came on 18 November 1892, followed by
promotion to Corporal on 29 November 1893.
All good things they say come to an end and Arthur Junior was reduced to the
ranks after being convicted by a Regional Court Martial of drunkenness on 7
April 1894. Once more a Private, it wasn’t until 14 February 1898, that he was
again promoted to Lance Corporal. All the while he had seen nothing but home
service, which must have been a monotonous exercise.
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On 7 November 1898, he once more reverted to the rank of Private and was
transferred to the A Reserve with effect from 14 January 1899. Arthur Junior
wasn’t to know that in a matter of months England would be at war and he
would be back in uniform.
The war referred to was that with the two Boer Republics in far-away South
Africa, and the authorities, taking no chances, were readying themselves for
what was to come. On 9 September 1899, Arthur Junior was recalled to the
Colours and posted to the 6th Battalion, Lancashire Fusiliers on 17 February
1900, and promoted to Corporal on 13 December 1900. War had broken out
on 11 October 1899.
On 17 February, all 650 men of the 6th Battalion sailed for South Africa where
Arthur Junior was to spend 1 year and 238 days. The 6th was a Militia
Battalion, but still saw quite a bit of fighting, especially in the Orange Free
State. This Battalion had been sent out to counter the Boer “Bittereinders,”
after the 2nd Battalion had been sent home following the disaster at
Spioenkop.
On 5 November 1900, Arthur Junior was promoted to Sergeant and on 1
September 1901, appointed as Orderly Room Sergeant.
His health became an issue and on 13 October 1901, he was sent home. After a
further 3 years and 111 days he was discharged from the regiment as
Medically Unfit for Further Service on 31 May 1905, having served a total of 12
years and 209 days. Meurant’s discharge papers rated his conduct as “Very
Good” and under Special Qualifications for employment in civil life the
comment was made that “he has been employed as a clerk in the Orderly Room
for many years, the last three years as Orderly Room Sergeant to the 6th
Battalion, Lancashire Fusiliers.”
For his efforts Arthur was awarded the ‘Queen’s Medal,’ something he didn’t
live long to enjoy wearing. In 1906 in Tamworth, Staffordshire, England, he
breathed his last at the age of 36, with no direct family to mourn his departure.
His namesake or father (Arthur Senior) had died just 12 years before in
Lichfield, Staffordshire, leaving his second wife and three children from
previous relationships: a daughter (Amelia) with no records in Ireland, another
daughter (Annie) in Australia who was doing very well for herself, thanks to
her mother’s money, and perhaps a son (Arthur Junior) who would live out his
short life not far from where his namesake or father lived in Staffordshire.
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Note: Was this just a coincidence or was it because of his sickness that Arthur
Junior was now living near his possible father’s wife, in Staffordshire, England?
THE BOERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Note: The Bittereinders were a faction of Boer guerrilla fighters, resisting the
forces of the British Empire in the later stages of the Second Boer War (1899–
1902).

Above: The Boers at Spioenkop where they defeated the British

RECORDS FOR ARTHUR MEURANT JUNIOR
First name(s)

AR

Last name

Meurant

Service number

4131

Rank

Sergeant
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Regiment

6 Battalion the Lancashire Fusiliers

Rolls

WO100/179 page 281; WO100/179 page 317

Biography

-

Notes

QSA Clasps: CC, OFS, SA01

Country

Great Britain

Record set

Anglo-Boer War Records 1899-1902

Category

Military Service & Conflict

Subcategory

Boer Wars

Collections from

Great Britain, UK None

Name:

Arthur Meurant

Event Type:

Death

Registration Quarter:

Jan-Feb-Mar

Registration Year:

1906

Registration District:

Tamworth

County:

Staffordshire

Event Place:

Tamworth, Staffordshire, England

Age:

34

Birth Year (Estimated):

1872

First Name:
Eh
Initials:
E
Surname:
Meurant
Nationality:
South African
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Rank:
Lance Corporal
Service Number:
1814
Service:
South African Army
Regiment:
south african light horse
Archive Reference:
WO100/274-5
Collection:
The Boer war medals to British and Commonwealth forces 1899-1902
Campaign Medals:
Queen's South Africa Medal

THE FOLLOWING MEDALS AWARDED TO ARTHUR RICHARDSON MEURANT JUNIOR,
WERE LATER SOLD AT AUCTION. WHO RECEIVED THE SPOILS OF HIS WAR?

Auction house valuation
Sale number 11. SAGS (Meurant). Top estimate: 15,000.
Hammer (Rand): 37,500. Total Rand: 45,047. GBP: 2,297.
Au$: 4,325. Can$: 3,919
Left and below: The Queen's Gallantry Medal is awarded
to civilians for acts of exemplary bravery at a level below
that of the George Medal. The QGM is also awarded
to military personnel for acts for which military honours
would not normally be granted, such as acts of exemplary
bravery, not in the presence of the enemy.
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UNKNOWN SOLDIER

2. AGENT CELINE MEURANT-COUSEMENT
RECEIVES MILITARY MEDALS FOR THE PART SHE PLAYED IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR.

First name Celine
Last name

Meurant-Cousement

Year

1914-20

Service number

-

Rank

-

Regiment

Belgian Agents

Service record

Corps: Belgian Agents

Image link

http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/Details?uri=D60736

Country

Great Britain

Medal type

British Army Medal Index Cards, 1914-1920

Archive reference

WO372/23

Archive reference description

Women's Services, Distinguished Conduct Medals and Military Medals
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Record set

Britain, Campaign, Gallantry & Long Service Medals & Awards

Category

Armed Forces & Conflict

Subcategory

Medal Rolls and Honours

Collections from

Great Britain, UK None

First Name:
Celine
Surname:
Meurant-Cousement
Regiment:
Belgian Agents
Archive Reference:
WO 372/23/9043
(Can be found at The National Archives in Kew, and contains First World War, War Office:
Service Medal and Award Rolls Index)
Victory Medal

With the information in Celine Meurant-Cousement's
record, it is likely that she was entitled to the Victory
medal, also called the Inter Allied Victory Medal. This
medal was awarded to all who received the 1914 Star or
1914-15 Star and, with certain exceptions, to those who
received the British War Medal. It was never awarded
alone. These three medals were sometimes irreverently
referred to as Pip, Squeak and Wilfred.
Eligibility for this award consisted of having been
mobilised, fighting, having served in any of the theatres of
operations, or at sea, between midnight 4th/5th August
1914, and midnight, 11th/12th November 1918. Women
who served in any of the various military organisations in
a theatre of operations were also eligible.
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British War Medal

With the information in Celine Meurant-Cousement's
record, it is likely that she was entitled to the British War
Medal for service in World War One. This British Empire
campaign medal was issued for services between 5th
August 1914 and 11th November 1918.
The medal was automatically awarded in the event of death
on active service before the completion of this period.

Note: Could Irma Céline Marie Meurant be part of our Meurant family?
Note, her father’s name, Ferdinand Meuran,t and the importance of the country,
Belgium, featured in earlier ‘BDM’ records.
Name:

Jérôme Joseph Gille

Event Type:

Marriage

Event Date:

19 Oct 1906

Event Place:

Velaines-sur-Sambre, Namur, Belgium

Gender:

Male

Father's Name:

Jérôme Gille

Mother's Name:

Virginie Cordier

Spouse's Name:

Irma Céline Marie Meurant

Spouse's Gender:

Female

Spouse's Father's Name:

Ferdinand Meurant
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Name:

Ferdinand Meurant

Event Type:

Death

Event Date:

15 Aug 1909

Event Place:

Velaines-sur-Sambre, Namur, Belgium

Gender:

Male

Age:

74

Birth Year (Estimated):

1835

Birthplace:

Velaine

Father's Name:

Jean Joseph Meurant

Mother's Name:

Julie Malonne

Spouse's Name:

Anne Joseph Rosart

Name: Ferdinand Louis Meurant
Event Type: Birth Event Date:21 Mar 1906
Event Place: Namur, Namur, Belgium Gender: Male
Father's Name: Gustave Théodore Meurant
Mother's Name: Marie Antoinette Vanrusselt
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

JULIA BROWNE/DEMEURANT NEE KELLY
Generation three

FIRST WIFE OF ARTHUR RICHARDSON MEURANT (SENIOR)
TIMELINE FOR JULIA

1816: Born in Dublin, Ireland
Parents David Kelly Esquire and mother possibly Kate Dunne married about
1810 as their first child was christened/born 1811, and living at Frascati, Black
Rock, Dublin Ireland. He a Solicitor…
1835. During December she arrived in Sydney, Australia on the good ship
‘Rachael’ via Hobart from Liverpool.
1841: Married, Michael Browne Esquire. NSW, 20 Feb 1841.
Mother of Joseph A Brown and Mary J Browne.
1849: Married Arthur Demeurant Victoria 19 Feb 1849.
1850: Mother of Sarah Annie Demeurant.
1869: Died Paddington, NSW, Australia 10 September 1861.

Left: In Dublin
Ireland. The
home for the
Kelly family.
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THE WILL OF JULIA DEMEURANT
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JULIA’S FATHER
First name(s)

David

Last name

Kelly

Year

1835

Section

Dublin Directory

Town

Frescati, Blackrock

County

Dublin

Record set

Pettigrew And Oulton, The Dublin Almanac And General Register
Of Ireland, 1835

Category

Directories & Social History

Subcategory

Directories & Almanacs

Collections from

Ireland
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The Kelly family lived in Frascati House, Black Rock, Dublin during the early
1800s. David Kelly and his wife (no record found) had the following ten
children: Charlotte, Isabella, Julia, Marcella, Alecia, Esmond, Kate, Hanna, Jane
and Eliza.
Isabella (b1813 - 1900) eloped with William Vincent Wallace (b1812 - d1865),
the famous Irish violinist and composer of “Maritana” and “Lurline”. They had
a son, William c1825.
Two of Isabella’s sisters, Julia and Marcella went to Sydney and stayed, Julia
marrying Michael Browne then later Arthur Richardson Meurant, and Marcella
marrying Dr Francis Riley.
1835: Julia arrived in Sydney on the good ship, ‘Rachael’
From Liverpool via Hobart Town, yesterday,
having left the former port the 15th July, and the
latter 21st.ultimo, the ship Rachael, Captain Robert
J. Potter, with merchandize. Passengers, Miss Julia
Kelly, Mr J.Summers, Mr. W. Stuard,.Lieutenant.
Montgomery, late of the 43d Regiment. Mr. Solomon
and Mrs. Solomon, Mr. John Harris; and Mr. Harris
Mr. Epraham Johnson, Mr. John Leadly, Mrs
Leadly and four children, Mr. John Nair, and Mr. Thomas Church side

1841: She married Michael Browne in Sydney NSW Australia 45

About 1845: She had a son, Joseph Albert Browne and then a daughter, Mary
J Browne.

45

NSW BDM - Marriage #V1841316 130/1841

NSW BDM - Birth (of Joseph) - #V18452402 134/1845
NSW BDM - Death (of Joseph) - #15091/1921
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Left: Her son, Joseph married
Eliza Pidgeon 1869 in
Paddington, Sydney, Australia
and had several children…46

47

46

NSW BDM - Marriage #V1841316 130/1841

NSW BDM - Birth (of Joseph) - #V18452402 134/1845
NSW BDM - Death (of Joseph) - #15091/1921
47

https://www.findagrave.com
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19 Feb 1849 she married Arthur Richardson Demeurant at Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia.
On 20th May 1850, a daughter, Sarah A (Annie), was born to Julia and Arthur
Meurant at Sea View Cottage, Paddington.
10 September 1861, Julia died in Paddington NSW, Australia leaving an 11year-old daughter an allotment of land and five tenements in trust for her. The
properties were at Gipps Street, Paddington, Sydney, Australia.
(Note: 2019 values for homes Gipps Street. 1-2 million A $)

Above: A woman of Pitt St, Sydney, Australia, 185848

48

https://dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/women_of_pitt_street_1858
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NOTES: THE KELLY AND WALLACE FAMILIES IN AUSTRALIA.
WALLACE, Isabella (Miss Alicia Isabella KELLY; Mrs. William Vincent WALLACE)
Born Ireland, c.1815/16 (1814/15; 1813, Daingean, County Offaly)
Married William Vincent WALLACE, St. Paul's Church (RC), Arran Quay, Dublin, 14 February
1832
Arrived Sydney, NSW, 7 February 1836 (as "Isabella KELLY", female emigrant on the James
Pattison, from Cork, 31 October 1835)
Departed Sydney, NSW, 21 July 1845 (passengers per Penyard Park, for London)
Died North Dublin, Ireland, 25 July 1900, aged "87"
https://trove.nla.gov.au/result?l-publictag=Isabella+Kelly+Wallace+d1900 (TROVE tagged
by Australharmony)

WALLACE, William Vincent (junior)
Born Dublin, Ireland, August 1833 (son of William Vincent WALLACE and Isabella KELLY)
? Arrived Hobart Town, VDL (TAS), 31 October 1835 (per Rachael, from Liverpool, England, 9
July)
Departed Sydney, NSW, 21 July 1845 (passenger per Penyard Park, for London)
Died London, England, 31 December 1909, aged 76
https://trove.nla.gov.au/result?l-publictag=William+Vincent+Wallace+jnr (TROVE tagged
by Australharmony)

First name(s)

Julia

Last name

Demurent

Birth year

-

Death year

1861

Registration year

1861

Age at death

-

Registration district

Paddington

State

New South Wales
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Country

Australia

Father's first name(s)

David

Mother's first name(s)

Kate

Registration number

1650

Category

Birth, Marriage & Death (Parish Registers)

Subcategory

Civil Deaths & Burials

Collections from

Australasia

1841
MARRIED", The Australian (25 February 1841), 3
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article36848978
MARRIED. On the 20th instant, at St. Mary's Cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. Murphy, Julia Marie,
eighth daughter of David Kelly, Esq., of Frescati's Black Rock, Dublin, to Michael Browne,
Esq., of the Royal Engineers, Sydney.
Isabella's sister Julia, later married Arthur de MEURANT; mother of Annie de MEURANT
MULLIGAN
1849
Marriages solemnized at St. Francis's Church, Melbourne
https://australianroyalty.net.au/individual.php?pid=I7649
19 February 1849 . . . Arthur, Captain de Meurant of the East India Service, and of Mountjoy
Square, Dublin and Julia Browne (nee Kelly)
Marcella KELLY, and a John Flanagan, were witnesses; Julia and Arthur sailed to Sydney on
20 February 1849 on the Shamrock, arriving 23 February.
1854
26th April 1854 – Riley & Kelly
At St Mary’s Cathedral, Sydney, Australia, by the Rev. J. Gourbellon, O.S.B., Francis Leigh
Riley, Esq., eldest son of Mr. John Riley, of Maitland, and nephew of Thomas Lyon, Esq., of
Great Mersey-street in this town, to Marcella Clara, youngest and ninth daughter of the late
David Kelly of Black Rock, Dublin and grandniece of Sir Thomas Esmonde, Bart.
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M.P.

LM 11/8/1854 49

"Marriage", The Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser (6 May 1854), 3
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article688891
At St. Mary's Cathedral, Sydney, by special license, on the 26th of April, by the Rev. John
Gourbeillon, O.S.B., Francis Leigh Riley, Esq, eldest son of Mr. John Riley, Maitland, and
nephew of Thomas Lyon, Esq, M.D., Liverpool, to Marcella Clara, youngest and ninth
daughter of the late David Kelly, Esq., of Frescati House, Black Rock, Dublin, and grand niece
of Sir Thomas Esmonde, Bart., M.P.
1861
"DEATHS", Empire (14 September 1861), 1
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article60484460
DE MEURANT- On the 10th September, at her residence, Paddington, Julia Mary, wife of
Arthur de Meurant, Esq., late of Mountjoy-square, Dublin.

49

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

SARAH ANN ‘ANNIE’ DE MEURANT AND JOHN JOSEPH MULLIGAN
Generation four…
GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER OF FERDINAND AND SOPHIA MEURANT

She was born about: 28 May 1850
At: Sea View Cottage, Paddington, Sydney, Australia
Granddaughter of David Kelly, Esquire of: Frascati, Black Rock, Dublin
Niece of Vincent Wallace, Esq (musical composer).

50

Died about: 26 June 1940
At: Flat 4, Windsor Hall, Farrell Avenue, Darlinghurst, NSW,
from pneumonia (2 days) and senile dementia (1 year).
Married about: 9 Nov 1870
At: St Marys, Cathedral, Sydney, Australia
To: John Joseph Mulligan
His parents: Thomas & Alice Fox Mulligan of Sydney, Australia
Died?
They had the following children…
1. Alice Mary Maud 20 Jan 1872
2. John Joseph 3 May 1874
3. Harold
4. Hilda
5. Louisa
6. Marcella

50

The Sydney Morning Herald 9 Nov 1920
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NOTES FOR ANNIE DEMEURANT MULLIGAN
Annie’s daughter Louisa was a free-lance journalist and Hilda was an opera
singer studying in Paris under Madame Marcellal, and then from 1903 studied in
Italy for five years.
Annie Mulligan’s children’s birth records…
Name:

Alice Mary Maud Mulligan

Gender:

Female

Christening Date:

18 Feb 1872

Christening Place:

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Birth Date:

20 Jan 1872

Father's Name:

John Mulligan

Mother's Name:

Annie Demerant

Name:

John Joseph Mulligan

Gender:

Male

Christening Date:

14 Jun 1874

Christening Place:

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Birth Date:

13 May 1874

Father's Name:

John Mulligan

Mother's Name:

Annie Domminent

Below: Death notice for her son
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Official records of Annie’s extended family …
MARRIED. On the 20th instant, at St. Mary's Cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. Murphy, Julia Marie,
eighth daughter of David Kelly, Esquire., of Frescati's, Black Rock, Dublin, to Michael
Browne, Esq., of the Royal Engineers, Sydney.
Julia, later married Arthur de MEURANT; mother of Annie de MEURANT MULLIGAN
GOLDEN WEDDINGS ... MULLIGAN - de MEURANT. November 9, 1870, at the Cathedral,
John Joseph Mulligan, son of Thomas and Alice Fox Mulligan, of Sydney, to Annie de
Meurant, daughter of Arthur Richardson de Meurant (late Captain in the East India Service)
and Julia de Meurant, of Paddington, and granddaughter of David Kelly, Esq, Frescati, Black
Rock, Dublin and niece of Vincent Wallace, Esq., (musical composer).
"GOLDEN WEDDINGS", The Sydney Morning Herald (9 November 1920), 8
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article16874269
MULLIGAN—de MEURANT. —November 9, 1870, at the
Cathedral, John Joseph Mulligan, son of Thomas and
Alice Fox Mulligan, of Sydney, to Annie de Meurant, daughter of Arthur Richardson de
Meurant (late Captain in the East India Service) and Julia de Meurant, of Paddington, and
granddaughter of David Kelly, Esq, Frescati, Black Rock, Dublin and niece of Vincent Wallace,
Esq., (musical composer). 51
Sarah Annie Meurant aka Mulligan
Born 20 May 1850 in Paddington, New South Wales, Australia
Daughter of Arthur Richardson Meurant and Julia Maria (Kelly) Meurant
Sister of Mary J Browne [half] and Joseph A Browne [half]
Wife of John Joseph Mulligan — married 1870 in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
Mother of Marcella Clare Mulligan and John Mulligan
Died 26 Jun 1940 in Darlinghurst, New South Wales, Australia
"MARRIED", The Australian (25 February 1841), 3
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article36848978

51

The Sydney Morning Herald 9 Nov 1920
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Eliza and Richard

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT
CHAPTER FOURTEEN

ELIZA MEURANT
Generation three…

She was born about: 1822
Died about:
Married about: 30th Oct 1847
To: Richard Armstrong. Barrister in Law
At: Parish church, St George Dublin, Ireland
He was born about: 10 May 1815
At: County Armagh, Ireland
Died about: 26 August 1880
At: 32 St Stephen's Green, Dublin.
They had the following children…
1. William Armstrong
2. Anne Richardson (Lily) Armstrong
(Named after her mother)
3. Blanch Eva Isabella Armstrong
The following named children died at a very young age. All are interred with
their grandparents ‘Edward and Ann Meurant’ at Mt Jerome Cemetery, Dublin
Ireland…
Arthur Edward Benjamin, Richard, John and Maria.
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EPITAPH FOR MEURANT AT MT JEROME CEMETERY DUBLIN IRELAND

Text: Mt Jerome cemetery:
This enclosure
contains what was mortal of
EDWARD MEURANT Esqr
who died on the 28th day of August 1837
in the forty first year of his age
Also of his Grandchildren
RICHARD and JOHN ARMSTRONG
who died in early infancy
sons of RICHARD ARMSTRONG Esqr
Also of
ARTHUR EDWARD BENJAMIN ARMSTRONG
who died 15th July 1861
in the 10th year
of his age beloved and lamented
Also MARIA died Nov. 27th 1863 aged 6 years
and In Memory of ANNE
wife of the above EDWARD
who died 15th October 1872
after a long (-) and unselfish life, aged 82
beloved and respected by all who knew her
Her end was peace
"They that sow in tears shall reap in joy"
Also In Memory of
DORCAS CRUMP
who died March (-) aged (-) years
and RACHEL her sister
who died October 1840 aged 11 years
Wards of the above
EDWARD and ANNE MEURANT
"Gone but not lost"
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RICHARD ARMSTRONG LAWYER- POLITICIAN
HUSBAND OF ELIZA MEURANT

Above: Richard Armstrong

Richard Armstrong, (1815–80), MP and lawyer, was born 10 May 1815, in Co.
Armagh, fifth but eldest surviving son of William Armstrong, an Engineer of
Roxborough, Co. Armagh, and Eliza Armstrong (nee Steacy or Stracy).
Richard was educated by a Mr Hawksworth, entered Trinity College Dublin in
1833, and graduated LLB in 1839. That same year he was called to the Irish bar,
and he became a Queen Councillor (1854), a bencher of King's Inns (1861), and
first Serjeant (1866).
In 1865 he was elected liberal MP for the borough of Sligo; at the next election
(1868) he did not stand, but at a subsequent inquiry into corruption in the Sligo
electorate (leading to the borough's being disenfranchised in 1870), he
admitted that he had spent large sums to help secure his election in 1865.
In court he was often an opponent of Isaac Butt (QV), displaying personal as
well as professional animosity.
Armstrong was engaged, frequently for the prosecution, in almost every
important trial that took place during his career, including the trials of Fenians,
and he was regarded as the most effective cross-examiner of his day. Despite
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his acknowledged skill in marshalling circumstantial evidence in crossexamination, the first two trials of Thomas H. Montgomery, charged in 1873
with a notorious murder in Newtownstewart, Co. Tyrone, did not result in a
conviction. In both trials, the case against Montgomery collapsed, and it was
only during his third trial that the defendant admitted his guilt and was hanged
in 1873.
The success of Armstrong's case against a fellow QC, William J. Sidney, who
was charged with forgery, preyed on his mind, and he was for some time
unable to work.
He was the First Serjeant-at-law of Ireland from 1866 until his death, having
previously served as Third Serjeant from 1861 to 1865, and briefly as Second
Serjeant in 1865. A very tall man, he was nicknamed ‘the Big Serjeant,’ while
his diminutive colleague, Sir Edward Sullivan, 1st Baronet was ‘the Little
Serjeant’.52
He married Elizabeth Meurant during (1847). He died 26 August 1880, at 32 St
Stephen's Green, Dublin.53

Below: Marriage certificate for Eliza Meurant and Richard Armstrong

52

https://www.revolvy.com/page/Richard-Armstrong-%28politician%29

53

The Dictionary of Irish Biography, a project of the Royal Irish Academy, is funded by the Higher Education
Authority.
Times, 22 Mar. 1873; Ir. Law Times, xiv (1880), 452–3; Annual Reg., 1880, 190; Boase; Alumni Dubl.;
Walker; NHI, ix, 524; King's Inns admissions, 11; Stephen Ball (ed.), Samuel Waters A policeman's Ireland.
Recollections of Samuel Waters, R.I.C. (1999), 40–41
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Above: Census records with Richard Armstrong at Lower Dominick Street.

Officially the College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity of Queen Elizabeth
near Dublin, is the sole constituent college of University of Dublin. The college
was founded in 1592 by Queen Elizabeth I as the ‘mother’ of a new university,
modelled after the collegiate universities of Oxford and Cambridge, but unlike
these other ancient
universities, only one college
was ever established.
Left: Trinity College
(Irish: Coláiste na Tríonóide)
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NOTES FOR RICHARD ARMSTRONG

Name:

Richard Armstrong

Event Type:

Marriage

Event Date:

30 Oct 1847

Event Place:

Dublin North, Ireland

Event Place (Original):

St George, Dublin North, Ireland

Gender:

Male

Father's Name:

William Armstrong

Spouse's Name:

Eliza Meurant

Spouse's Gender:

Female

Spouse's Father's Name:

Edw Meurant

Name

Blanch Eva Isabella Armstrong

Gender:

Female

Birth Date:

07 Jul 1866

Birthplace:

0609, COOLOCK AND HOWTH, DUBLIN, IRELAND

Father's Name:

Richard Armstrong

Mother's Name:

Elizabeth Mearant
55

54
55

https://www.familysearch.org/
https://www.familysearch.org/
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Eliza and Richard/Lily and William

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

ANNE RICHARDSON (LILY) ARMSTRONG
Generation four…

(Great granddaughter of Ferdinand and Sophia Meurant)

Lily Armstrong married Captain William Trevelyan Somerset Kevill-Davies, son
of Reverend William Trevelyan Kevill-Davies and Ellen Martha O'Brien. Her
married name became ‘Kevill-Davies’.
William was born about 30 December 1847 and died 25 December 1896.
Strangely, he has two gravestones and two memorials in the church at
Wigmore, Herefordshire, one from his wife Lily and one from the family.
Children of Lily Armstrong and Captain William Trevelyan Somerset KevillDavies:
1. William Albert Somerset Herbert Kevill-Davies
2. Violet Kevill-Davies

Below: Anne Richardson Armstrong, named after her grandmother, Anne Meurant nee
Richardson.
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(Note: Lily befriended John Ruskin while she attended Winnington Hall, and was
the subject of a watercolour by him, and she was also took the part in his play,
‘Lily’ in his ‘Ethics of Dust’.
John Ruskin (below) was a leading English art critic of the Victorian era, as well
as an art patron, draughtsman, watercolourist, a prominent thinker and
philanthropist. He wrote on subjects as varied as geology, ornithology,
literature, education, botany and political economy.56
WINNINGTON HALL SCHOOL
For some years the hall was used as a
girls' finishing school under Miss Margaret Alexis
Bell and Miss Mary Jane Bell. Sir Charles
Hallé visited to give recitals and John Ruskin gave
lectures. Ruskin helped the school financially,
and had his own room in the house, which
became for him a semi-permanent
residence. He instructed the 35 girls in subjects
such as the Bible, geology and art, supervised
their music, and watched them play cricket. In
1863 Ruskin invited Edward Burne-Jones to the
school, and together they devised a project to
create a set of wall hangings based on characters from Chaucer's poem, ‘The
Legend of Good Women’. The figures were to be designed by Burne-Jones and
embroidered by the girls in the school under the supervision of Georgiana,
Burne-Jones' wife. Embroidery frames and wool were purchased, and work
began on one of the figures. However, the work proved to be too ambitious,
and the project was abandoned. Later, during the 1870s, the school became
bankrupt, and closed.

56

Wikipedia
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57

CAPTAIN WILLIAM TREVELYAN SOMERSET KEVILL-DAVIES
Mr. Kevill Davies was born in 1847 and educated at Eton. He entered the army
and received a commission in the 17th Lancers. He served with that regiment
throughout the Zulu campaign, and at the battle of Ulundi he distinguished
himself. In the heat of fighting, he noticed a member of his regiment unhorsed
and surrounded by Zulu warriors; he found and caught a loose horse and
galloped over to the man. At great risk to his own life he got him remounted
and they both returned to the charge. The soldier wrote later to his father,
recounting that his horse had been killed under him and he had been left
standing in the centre of crossfire and, had it not been for the incredible
bravery of Kevill-Davies, he would have be a dead man.
In September 1879, Kevill Davis was promoted to Captain of the 17th Lancers,
however in August the following year this was cancelled when he retired from
the service. Shortly afterwards, the puzzling reason for this became clear…his
fellow soldiers were constantly talking of the extremely shabby way that he
had been treated by the Horse Guards.
Captain Kevill-Davies gained his troop on the death of Captain Wyatt Edgell,
who was shot at Ulundi. Captain Kevill-Davies was declared to be a superb
horseman and one of the most popular men in the cavalry with pluck
abounding. Every brother officer swore by him, and nobody at the Cape
behaved better or deserved his promotion more. Yet, after having earned it in
the field, when he returned home, he was required to pass a special army
exam before he left the service, or have his promotion cancelled. He refused to

57

Christmas Story: John Ruskin's Venetian Letters of 1876-1877
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take this exam, and everyone backed him up in his decision. The meanness and
shabbiness of the Horse Guards were universally condemned.
Captain Kevill-Davies became a Magistrate in Herefordshire and lived a quiet
life in the County before dying on Christmas Day, 1896, aged 48.58

59

58

WWW.1879ZULUWAR.COM
https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=XysdAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA157&dq=Lt.+William+T.+S.+KevillDavies.&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwitgubmuqTmAhVDfSsKHTE6AnkQ6AEIOTAC#v=onepage&q=Lt.%20Willi
am%20T.%20S.%20Kevill-Davies.&f=false
59
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Eliza and Richard/William

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

WILLIAM ARMSTRONG BARRISTER-AT-LAW
Generation four…

(Great grandson of Ferdinand and Sophia Meurant)

He was born about: 26 Feb 1848
He died about: August 5, 1899. Dublin, Ireland
(Note; The family was living at 9 Lower Dominick Street at the time of his birth.)
Nearly all the personal information found for William is contained in his
obituary. It gives a very positive review of how well Ferdinand and Sophia
Meurant’s family did in Ireland: a family to be extremely proud of…

60

60

(Source: Irish Times, (Wednesday) August 9, 1899, p. 1.).
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Above: William’s birth details.
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WILLIAM ARMSTRONG CHESS
CUP
Up until recently little was known of
the donor of the Armstrong Chess
Cup. William Armstrong appears to
have been well known as a
philanthropist when he donated the
cup. The Armstrong Cup is the
oldest Irish team league competition
cup and has been played for every year since 1888, perhaps giving it a claim on
the longest running chess competition in the world. The Club is named after
William Armstrong LLB (1849-1899) who presented the cup in its first season.
The competition is organised by the Leinster Chess Union in division one of the
Leinster leagues. Each team comprises 8 players, and the League comprises 12
teams. Each year the bottom two clubs are relegated, and the top two clubs
from the second division, Heidenfeld Trophy, are promoted. The winners of
the Armstrong Cup go forward to participate in the National Club
Championships run by the Irish Chess Union. As well as being graded by the
ICU, games in the Armstrong Cup are submitted for rating by the International
Chess Federation, FIDE.
62

Winning Clubs 1889–1899
1889 – Phoenix. 1890 – Clontarf. 1891- Dublin University. 1892 - Clontarf (Disqualified).
1893 – Kingstown. 1894 – City. 1895 – Rathmines. 1896 - Dublin University. 1897 - Dublin
University. 1898 – Rathmines. 1899 - Blackrock/Booterstown

61
62

(Source: Irish Times, (Wednesday) August 9, 1899, p. 1.).
https://www.revolvy.com/page/Armstrong-Cup
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Francis and James Boyce

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT

FRANCES MEURANT
Generation three

She was born about: 1 Jan 1825, Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 10 Jan 1892
At: Dublin, Ireland
Married about: 22 Jan 1845
To: James Wilson Boyce
Born about?
Died about: 5 June 1872
At: Dublin, Ireland
No children found?

Below: Birth details for Frances.
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First name(s)

Frances

Last name

Boyce

Role

Primary Beneficiary

Deceased's name

James Wilson Boyce

Deceased's death
year

1872

Deceased's death
date

5 Jun 1872

Primary beneficiary

Frances Boyce

County

Dublin

Country

Ireland

Original source

http://www.willcalendars.nationalarchives.ie/search/cwa/details.jsp?id=1639380934

Archive

National Archives of Ireland

Record set

Ireland Calendars Of Wills
1920
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Subcategory

Wills & Probate

Collections from

Ireland

First name(s)

Frances

Last name

Boyce

Role

Deceased

Deceased's name

Frances Boyce

Deceased's death year

1892

Deceased's death date

10 Jan 1892

Primary beneficiary

Elise Armstrong

County

Dublin

James Lynch Byrne
Event Type:

Marriage

Event Date:

21 Nov 1861

Event Place:

St Marys, County Waterford, Ireland

Event Place (Original):

St Mary, North Dublin Union, Ireland

Father's Name:

John Byrne

Spouse's Name:

Anna Meurant

Spouse's Father's Name:

Edward Meurant
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Anna and James Byrne

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT

ANNA MEURANT
Generation three…

She was born about: 1828 Dublin, Ireland
Died about:
Married about: 21 Nov 1861
At: St Mary’s, County Waterford, Ireland
To: James Lynch Byrne
He born about: 1836
Died about: 1912
They had the following children
1. Annie Florence Byrne. 1 Jan 1866
2. Emma Florence Byrne. 31 Dec 1866

Name:

Annie Florence Byrne

Gender:

Female

Birth Date:

01 Jan 1866

Birthplace:

0698, FINGLAS AND GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN, IRELAND

Father's Name:

James Byrne

Mother's Name:

Annie
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63

Name:

Emma Florence Byrne

Gender:

Female

Birth Date:

31 Dec 1866

Birthplace:

0766, DUBLIN, DUBLIN, IRELAND

Father's Name:

James Lynch Byrne

Mother's Name:

Anna Meurant

First name(s)

James Lynch

Last name

Byrne

Age at death

76

Birth year

1836

Registered year

1912

Registered quarter/year

Oct - Dec 1912

Registration district

Rathdown

Volume

2

Page

645

County

Dublin, Wicklow

Country

Ireland

Record set

Irish Deaths 1864 - 1958

Category

Life Events (BDMs)

Subcategory

Civil Deaths & Burials

Collections from

Ireland63

copyright Family Search
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/Elizabeth and Edward

CHAPTER NINETEEN

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT

EDWARD MEURANT ‘JUNIOR’
Generation two…

He was born about: 21 July 1830
At: Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 19 Oct 1898
At: London England
Married about: 26 Jan 1863
At: Cheltenham, Gloucester, England
To: ‘Elizabeth Anne Florence Magenis’
She was born about: 1829
Died about: 9 Dec 1908
In: London, England
No children found…
1841: Aged ten, Edward was at the private school ‘Christ’s Hospital’ Hertford,
England.

64

64

Burkes Landed gentry 1899 image
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Name:

Edwd Meurent

Event Type:

Census

Event Date:

1841

Event Place:

Hertfordshire, England, United Kingdom

Residence Note:

Christs Hospital Hertford

Gender:

Male

Age:

10

Age (Original):

10

Institution:

Christs Hospital School Hertford

Birth Year (Estimated):

1831

Birthplace:

Ireland

Registration District:

Hertford

Parish:

St John

County:

Hertfordshire

Page Number:

8

Registration Number:

HO107

Piece/Folio:

447/12

Affiliate Record Type:

Institution
65

65

Familysearch.org
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Below: Edward is listed amongst the Nobility.
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First name(s)

Edward

Last name

Meurant

Town

-

Section

Magenis Of Finvoy Lodge

Record set

Burke's Landed Gentry Of Ireland, 1899

Category

Directories & Social History

Subcategory

Family Histories & Pedigrees

Collections from

Ireland

MILITARY HISTORY FOR EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
Both Edward and John Meurant went to Christ Church Private School
(Bluecoat)in Hertfordshire, England, United Kingdom and are in the 1841
census under various mis-spellings of Meurant.
1848: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
10 November 1848, Army Draft registration

Edward Meurant
Great Britain, War Office Registers, 1772-1935
Name:

Edward Meurant

Event Type:

Draft Registration

Event Date:

10 Nov 1848

Event Place:

United Kingdom

Age:

18

Birth Date:

1830

Birthplace:

Dublin
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83RD REGIMENT OF FOOT
The Royal Irish Rifles
Chronology
1793 raised as William Fitch's Regiment of Foot
1795 became the 83rd Regiment of Foot
1859 became the 83rd (County of Dublin) Regiment of Foot
1881 amalgamated with the 86th (Royal County Down) Regiment of Foot, to form The Royal Irish Rifles
1921 became the Royal Ulster Rifles
1947 grouped with the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers and Royal Irish Fusiliers into the North Irish Brigade
1968 amalgamated with the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers and the Royal Irish Fusiliers to form The Royal Irish
Rangers (27th (Inniskilling), 83rd and 87th).
1991 amalgamated with the Ulster Defence Regiment to form the new The Royal Irish Regiment (27th
(Inniskilling) 83rd and 87th and Ulster Defence Regiment).

1851: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
An Ensign in Karachi, Pakistan. 83rd Regiment of Foot 66
First Name:
Ed
Surname:
Meurant
Incident Date:
01/01/1851-31/03/1851
Rank:
Ensign
Service Number:
Duty Location:
Karachi, Pakistan

On 28 September 1793,the regiment was raised in Dublin by Major William Fitch as the 83rd
Regiment of Foot, in response to the threat posed by the French Revolution. Initially the
regiment was quartered in the newly completed Custom House, and at the end of the year
66

1851 Worldwide Army Index
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was assigned to serve as part of the regular garrison in Dublin in the Royal Barracks. A
second battalion was raised in October 1794, but was quickly separated to become
the 134th (Loyal Limerick) Regiment
of Foot. At its formation, the
regiment wore scarlet uniforms the traditional red coats of line
infantry - with yellow facings. The
regiment did not have any formal
title. The Dublin name would not be
added for many years but was
nicknamed ‘Fitch's Grenadiers’
because of the small size of many of
its recruits.
Left: Major William Fitch with his
sisters.
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1857: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
A Captain in India, Regiment 83rd Foot

Awarded the following medal…
First name(s) Edward Last name Meurant Year 1857-59
Service Number-Rank Captain Regiment 83rd Foot
Medal type Indian Mutiny Medal, 1857-1859
Country Great Britain. Record set Britain.
Gallantry & Long Service Medals & Awards Category Armed Forces & Conflict
Subcategory Medal Rolls and Honours Collections from Great Britain.

Indian Mutiny Medal
The Indian Mutiny Medal of Edward Meurant was a
campaign medal issued to members of British and
Indian units who served in operations against the Indian
mutineers of 1857-58.
Five clasps were authorised alongside the medal
indicating service in a particular campaign or battle.
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1861: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
In Belgaum India, Captain Regiment 83rd Foot
First Name:
Edward
Surname:
Meurant
Resided Town:
Belgaum, India
Information:
Taken from UK census dated 7/8th April 1861
Rank:
Captain
Regiment:
83rd Foot
Collection:
UK Census of 1861 residents including Armed Forces members

1871: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
A Major in Poona, India, 83rd (County of Dublin) Regiment of Foot
First Name:
Edward
Surname:
Meurant
Information:
Date army index started 01/04/1871
More Information:
Date army index ended 30/06/1871
Rank:
Major
Service Number:
Duty Location:
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Poona, India
Regiment:
83rd (County of Dublin) Regiment of Foot
Archive Reference:
WO12/8729
Collection:
1871 Worldwide Army Index
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EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
Obituary for Reverend WM Smith 67
Sergeant Major Meurant along with his fellow Officers attended the
funeral of Reverend W M Smith…

Deceased
Name

Reverend W M Smith

Event Type:

Obituary

Event Date:

05 Feb 1887

Event Place:

York, Yorkshire, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

York, Yorkshire, England, United Kingdom

Gender:

Male

Age:

59

Relationship to Deceased:

Deceased

Birth Year (Estimated):

1828

Death Year (Estimated):

1887

Death Place:

Scarr Hill, Bradford Moor,

Newspaper:

The Yorkshire Gazette

67

"British Newspaper Archives, Obituaries," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q269-J22P

: 26 October 2019), Sergeant Major Meurant in entry for Reverend W M Smith, 05 Feb 1887; citing Obituary, York, Yorkshire, England,
United Kingdom, page , Records extracted by FindMyPast and images digitized by FamilySearch. The British Library, London; FHL
microfilm 102,001,306.
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Page:

0007

Reverend W M Smith

Unknown

Male

Captain William Pollard

Unknown

Male

Colonel Tyler

Unknown

Unknown

Major Daniell

Unknown

Unknown

Major Cooke-Collis

Unknown

Unknown

Major McGachen

Unknown

Unknown

Captain Bayley

Unknown

Unknown

Lieutenant Swaine

Unknown

Unknown

Lieutenant Domenichetti

Unknown

Unknown

Lieutenant Aldridge

Unknown

Unknown

Sergeant Major Watkins

Unknown

Unknown

Woolnough, Quartermaster-Sergeant

Unknown

Unknown

Sergeant Major Bingley

Unknown

Unknown

Sergeant Major Whittaker

Unknown

Unknown

Reverend W Brown

Unknown

Unknown

Reverend H H Vyvyan

Unknown

Unknown

Reverend S H Hooper

Unknown

Unknown
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ROYAL IRISH RIFLES: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
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83RD NOW THE COUNTY DUBLIN REGIMENT OF FOOT
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THE 83RD REGIMENT
REVOLT AGAINST THE BRITISH CROWN IN INDIA
After arrival in India, the 83rd was split into two wings, stationed
at Poona, Kurrachee, Hyderabad, and Bombay. The regiment reunited at Camp
Deesa in Gujarat in January 1856. In May 1857, the regiment was alerted for
active service after reports of mutinies among Indian units in Bengal and
northern India. The bulk of the regiment was marched to Nusseerabad in June
and July, with companies at Ajmere, Neemuch, and Ahraedabad, as well as a
small group of invalids, with women and children, at Mount Aboo.
The headquarters remained at Deesa. During August, detachments of the 83rd
disarmed Indian soldiers from the 12th Regiment Native Infantry at
Nusseerabad, and fought briefly with a squadron from the mutinying 2nd
Bombay Light Cavalry at Neemuch. The invalid force at Mount Aboo was also
attacked by a group of men from the Jodphur Legion.
In September, the detachments began pushing outwards to restore British
control. The force at Ajmere was reinforced by a second company as well as
local forces including a troop of the Bombay Horse Artillery, and advanced
towards Awah. They were met by heavy resistance and fell back after an
unsuccessful attack on 18 September. The force at Neemuch later attacked the
village of Nimbhera (captured on 20 September,) and the fort at Jeerun
(occupied and demolished 24 October,) before being themselves besieged by
Indian troops. The siege lasted fifteen days, 9–23 November, before the
garrison was relieved by a force sent from Mhow.
Through November and December, the regiment concentrated at
Nusseerabad, and after the soldiers arrived from headquarters it moved to
attack the fortress at Awah. The siege began on 19 January 1858, and the
fortress was abandoned on the night of the 23rd when the defences were
destroyed. The regiment then joined the two brigades assembled to
attack Kotah; the siege lasted 22–30 March, when the city was captured by
three columns, one led by the 83rd. The regiment returned to Nusseerabad at
the end of the month, where it was re-equipped with new Enfield rifles.
In June and July a large portion of the regiment was sent to
protect Jaipur and Tonk from rebel forces retreating from Gwalior, with battles
fought at Sanganer on 8 August, and Kotharia on the Banas River on 14 August.
A similar detachment was sent east again in January and February 1859,
fighting at Seekur and Koshana, during the close of the campaign. The
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regiment was awarded the battle honour Central India for its services in India,
and officers and men who had served in the field in Rajputana were awarded
the Indian Mutiny Medal as well as six months batta (pay and allowance). In
late 1859, it was granted the County of Dublin title, formalising its traditional
relationship with the city.

Below: Rajputana, India

GARRISON SERVICE
In 1860 the regiment moved to Belgaum, in southern India, and returned to
England in early 1862. It remained there for four years, in various stations, and
was briefly called out to quell rioting around the 1865 general election. In 1866
it moved to Ireland, where it was re-equipped with Snider-Enfield rifles, and in
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1867 was sent to Gibraltar. From there, in 1870, it returned to India, initially
stationed at Pune and then at Deesa and Karachi.
As part of the Cardwell Reforms of the 1870s, when single-battalion regiments
were linked together to share a single depot and recruiting district in the
United Kingdom, the 83rd was linked with the 86th (Royal County Down)
Regiment of Foot, and assigned to district no. 63 at Victoria Barracks, Belfast.
The 83rd began to prepare to return to Britain in late 1880, drafting volunteers
who wished to remain in India to other units. The order was countermanded in
January 1881. However, three weeks before the scheduled sailing date, and
the regiment was sent instead to South Africa for service in the First Boer War.
It sailed on HMS Crocodile and arrived in the theatre where it was employed on
rear-area labouring duties.
(Note: The compilers great grandfather William Snowden was a Lieutenant on
the ship HMS Crocodile)
AMALGAMATION
In July 1881, as part of the Childers Reforms, the regiment was amalgamated
with the 86th Foot to form the Royal Irish Rifles. The 83rd, as the senior
regiment, became the 1st Battalion of the new regiment. While the new
regiment retained an Irish identity, the link with Dublin was broken, and the
depot remained at the 86th's home in Belfast, where it was linked with militia
units drawn from County Down, County Antrim, and County Louth. 68
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/83rd_(County_of_Dublin)_Regiment_of_Foot
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1884: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
Retired

First name(s)

Edward

Last name

Meurant

Birth year

-

Year

1880-86

Regiment

Royal Irish Rifles

Regiment / service number as
transcribed

1/Roy Irish R

Pension year

1884
Wo 23 - Royal Hospital Chelsea: Admission Books, Registers,

Series
And Papers 1702-1876
Archive

The National Archives

Archive reference

WO 23

Piece number

69

Piece description

Register of payments: I-R.

Year range

1880-1886

Record set

British Army Service Records

Category

Armed Forces & Conflict

Subcategory

Regimental & Service Records

Collections from

Great Britain, UK None
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1888: EDWARD MEURANT JUNIOR
Pension continued…
First name(s)

Edward

Last name

Meurant

Birth year

-

Year

1882-97

Regiment

-

Pension year

1888
Wo 23 - Royal Hospital Chelsea: Admission Books, Registers,

Series
And Papers 1702-1876
Archive

The National Archives

Archive reference

WO 23

Piece number

87

Piece description

Register of payments.

Year range

1882-1897

Record set

British Army Service Records

Category

Armed Forces & Conflict

Subcategory

Regimental & Service Records

Collections from

Great Britain, UK None
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PROBATES FOR ARTHUR AND ELIZABETH MEURANT

Name:

Arthur Richardson Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

17 Apr 1894

Event Place:

Lichfield, Staffordshire, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Lichfield, Staffordshire, United Kingdom

Death Date:

4 Mar 1894

Beneficiary's Name:

Edward Meurant

Second Beneficiary's Name:

John Somerville

Name:

Edward Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

Nov 1902

Event Place:

City of London, Middlesex, England, United
Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

London, Middlesex, United Kingdom

Death Date:

19 Oct 1898

Beneficiary's Name:

Elizabeth Anne Florence Meurant

Name:

Edward Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

19 Nov 1902

Event Place:

Middlesex, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Middlesex, United Kingdom

Death Date:

19 Oct 1898
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Beneficiary's Name:

Henry Cole Magenis

Name:

Elizabeth Anne Florence Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

21 May 1908

Event Place:

London, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

London

Death Date:

9 Dec 1908

Beneficiary's Name:

Marjorie Elsie Magenis

Name:

Elizabeth Anne Florence Meurant

Event Type:

Probate

Event Date:

May 1908

Event Place:

Middlesex, England, United Kingdom

Event Place (Original):

Middlesex, United Kingdom

Death Date:

9 Dec 1898

Beneficiary's Name:

Henry Cole Magenis
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CHAPTER TWENTY

THE MAGENIS FAMILY
Father-in-law of Edward Meurant Junior

LIEUTENANT COLONEL HENRY ARTHUR MAGENIS
He was born about: 1795
Died about: 1852
Married about:
To: Urusle Magenis (de Kerostan)
Born about:
Died about:
They had the following children
1. Richard Henry Magenis
2. Henry Cole Magenis
3. Edward Cole Magenis
4. Elizabeth Anne Magenis
(Elizabeth married Edward Meurant Junior)
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69

MAGENIS FAMILY CONTINUES…
RICHARD MAGENIS MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT 70
Parents of Henry Arthur Magenis
He was born about: 1763
Died about: 6 March 1831
Married about: 1788
To: Lady Elizabeth Anne Cole
Born about:
Died about: 26 May 1807, daughter of William Cole, 1st Earl of Enniskillen and
niece of Hon. Arthur Cole-Hamilton, with whom her husband Richard
represented Enniskillen.71
69

https://www.thegazette.co.uk/London/issue/21306/page/953/data.pdf
Genealogy by: Woodman Mark Lowes Dickinson, OBE

70

71

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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They had the following children

1. Richard William Magenis, Richard Senior’s heir.
2. William John Cole Magenis.
3. J B Magenis.
John Balfour Magenis (died 1862), married Frances Margaretta
Moore, daughter of Judge Arthur Moore.
4. Sir Arthur Charles Magenis.
Sir Arthur Magenis GCB (c. 1801–1867), British diplomat
5. Henry Arthur Magenis.
Lieut.-Col. Henry Arthur Magenis (July 1795 – 11 June 1828) of the
87th Royal Irish Fusiliers.
6. Anne Louise Magenis (died 1855), married in 1821 David
Albemarle Bertie Dewar.
7. Elizabeth Anne Magenis (died 1882), married James Wilmot
Williams, of Heringston, Dorset.
8. Florence Sarah Magenis, died unmarried.
9. Florence Catherine Magenis (died 1837), married in 1821 John
Ashley Warre.
Widower Richard Magenis married again, after his first wife had
died, to Elizabeth Callander, widow of Col. George Dashwood, and
daughter of James Callander Campbell, of Craigforth, a claimant of
the Campbell baronetcy.
With her he had a sixth son:
10/. Frederick Richard Magenis (1816–1866), died unmarried.
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FAMILY AND EDUCATION
Lt.-Col. Richard Magenis (c. 1763 – 6 March 1831) was an AngloIrish Unionist politician who sat in the Irish House of Commons and British
House of Commons for Enniskillen.
Magenis represented Enniskillen in the Irish Parliament from 1790–97.
Following the Union of Great Britain and Ireland in 1801, he
represented Enniskillen as a Tory from 26 October 1812, to 29 January 1828.
He was a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Fermanagh Militia.
Magenis, whose surname is also spelt Magennis or Maginnis, was Anglo-Irish
gentry, members of Magenis of Finvoy Lodge. He was the eldest son of Richard
Magenis and his second wife, Elizabeth Berkeley, daughter of Col. William
Berkeley and sister of George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne. He was the elder
brother of the Very Rev. William Magenis, Dean of Kilmore.
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1. RICHARD WILLIAM MAGENIS
FIRST SON OF RICHARD AND ELIZABETH MAGENIS
Despite having already settled property on him by his will dated 9 Oct 1826,
Richard left his residuary estate, which included personal wealth sworn under
£40,000, to his eldest son Richard William (1789-1863), who had lost an arm
at the battle of Albuera.

Above: Marshal Beresford disarming a Polish lancer at the Battle of Albuera.
Print by T. Sutherland, 1831

Note: The Battle of Albuera was a battle during the Peninsular War. A mixed
British, Spanish and Portuguese corps engaged elements of the French Armée du
Midi at the small Spanish village of Albuera, about 20 kilometres south of the
frontier fortress-town of Badajoz, Spain. 72

72

Wikipedia
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4. ARTHUR CHARLES MAGENIS
FOURTH SON OF RICHARD AND ELIZABETH MAGENIS

Sir Arthur Charles Magenis GCB (c. 1801 – 14 February 1867) was an AngloIrish diplomat who served as British Ambassador to the Kingdom of Portugal,
the Kingdom of Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, and the Kingdom of
Württemberg.
EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION
Magenis was born in County Fermanagh, the fifth son of Richard Magenis (also
spelt Magennis; c. 1763–1831), MP for Enniskillen (1812–28), and his first wife,
Lady Elizabeth Anne Cole, daughter of William Cole, 1st Earl of Enniskillen. His
sister Florence Catherine married John Ashley Warre. He was the nephew of
Very Rev. William Magenis, Dean of Kilmore.
He was educated at Trinity College Dublin, where he graduated in 1822 with
honours.
CAREER
After university, Magenis entered the diplomatic service and in August 1825,
became an attaché to the British Legation at Berlin. He transferred to
the Embassy in Paris the following year and to Saint Petersburg in 1830. From
1838–44, he served as Secretary of Legation in Bern, Switzerland, where he
acted as Chargé d'affaires in 1839 and 1840.
From September 1844, to October 1851, he was Secretary to the British
Embassy in Vienna, Austrian Empire. He acted as Minister Plenipotentiary ad
interim during Sir Robert Gordon's absence from 31 July 1845, to April 1846,
and served as Chargé d'affaires during the absence of Gordon's successor, Lord
Ponsonby, from 1 June to 16 August 1849. He served as Minister
Plenipotentiary during Ponsonby's absence 20 April to 19 July 1848, and again
in the interim following Ponsonby's departure on 31 May 1850, until the arrival
of his successor, John Fane, 11th Earl of Westmorland, on 13 October 1851.
He also served as Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Confederation in Bern
from January 1851 to April 1852.
He served simultaneously as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Stuttgart (then capital of the Kingdom of Württemberg) and as Minister
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Plenipotentiary in Karlsruhe (capital of the Grand Duchy of Baden). from 1852–
54. He was posted to Stockholm in 1854 to serve as Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary. His appointment in June 1859 to serve as Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies was cancelled and instead he was transferred to Lisbon in November
1859, where he served until retirement in 1866.
He was appointed a Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath (KCB) in
September 1856. In July 1866, the month following his retirement, he was
appointed Knight Grand Cross of the Order (GCB). 73

73

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/John William

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

CHILDREN OF EDWARD AND ANNE MEURANT
JOHN WILLIAM MEURANT
Born about: 9 Nov 1833, Dublin, Ireland
Died about: 18 June 1855, aged 21
John William Meurant was also in the Army, a lieutenant in the 18th Foot Royal
Irish Regiment.
He joined the 45th Foot on 22 August 1851, as an Ensign. On the 10 December
1852, he was posted to the 18th Foot as an Ensign and then promoted to
Lieutenant on the 18 August 1854. Unfortunately, on the 18 June 1855, he was
killed during the first attack on the Redan at Avtonomna Respublika Krym,
Ukraine.
In 1857, his mother Anna received 720 pounds 14 shillings and two pence
compensation from the Government for his service to the Crown.

Foot; £457 19s Od to Mr, James Bryant Messenger, father of Lieut. Messenger, 46th Foot;
£720 14s 2d to Mrs. Ann Meurant, mother Lieut. Meurant, 19lU Foot; £469 to Mr. Morgan,
father of Lieut. Morgan, 63d Foot; £3,017 to Mrs. Isabella Pattullo, mother of 74

74

19 June 1857 - Armagh Guardian - Armagh, Armagh, Northern Ireland
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During the period covered by this history, the Royal Irish Regiment fought in
Europe, Asia, Africa, America and in Australasia. Formed in 1684 as the Earl of
Granard's Regiment of Foot, it served with credit in William III's war in Ireland
and subsequently fought with great distinction at Namur, in 1695; this was its
first Battle Honour. The Regiment then formed part of the British contingent in
the army commanded by Marlborough in the Low Countries and Germany in
the War of the Spanish Succession - Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde and
Malplaquet. In 1727, a detachment was present at the defence of Gibraltar
against the Spanish trying to recapture it; in the American War of
Independence they were in action at Lexington and Bunker's Hill. Other scenes
of action included Toulon, Corsica and the battle of Alexandria in the early
stages of the Napoleonic Wars. In 1805, the Regiment (now consisting of two
battalions) was sent to the West Indies where it remained for the next twelve
years during which time losses from sickness amounted to 52 officers and
1,777 NCOs and men. In 1840, it was part of the expedition to China, followed
by active service in the Second Burma War, the Crimea, the Indian Mutiny, the
Maori War, the Second Afghan War, Tel-el-Kebir and the Nile expedition,
campaigns on the North West Frontier and finally the Boer War.
The appendices are real gems: the first is a calendar of the Regiment's moves
from 1685, to 1902, including location of peacetime stations during that time;
each battalion is shown separately. Then follows the casualty roll giving names
of officers killed, died of wounds or disease and wounded in every campaign or
battle from 1690, the Siege of Limerick, to the end of the Boer War. Other rank
casualties are at first given as figures but from the American War of
Independence on, they too are named. Another appendix gives the names of
all 52 officers who died in the West Indies and this is followed by the list of
awards for gallantry (three VCs) and the recipients of the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medals (LSGCM). There is a list showing the succession of
Colonels from 1684, to 1897, with biographies, including that of the Colonel-inChief (Viscount Wolseley) Finally, there is a descriptive list of Memorials of the
Regiment, noting to whom they are dedicated with any inscriptions and
names. The book ends with a good, twenty-page index.
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The Redan 18 June1854
The Russian defences included two fortresses, the Malakoff and the Redan which
were the focus of attack after the capture of the Quarries. The French were to
concentrate on the Malakoff and the British were to attack the Redan. On the
17th June a heavy bombardment reduced the defences of the fort. After dark the
guns fell silent and the Russians hastily repaired the damage throughout the
night. It was intended that another two-hour bombardment would take place at
dawn but the French commander Pelissier changed the order so that the infantry
attack went ahead without any further cannonade. General Eyre's Brigade,
consisting of the 18th 9th 28th 38th and 44th regiments (1,000 men in all), made its
way through the ravine to Dockyard Creek.
At this time the infantry was still organised so that one grenadier company (right
of the line) was made up of tall strong men and a light company (left of the line)
was made up of more intelligent men who could operate as skirmishers. Colonel
Edwards decided that it would be better to put his light company men to the
front during the night march to the Redan. This was contrary to the longestablished practice of marching off 'Right in Front' with the grenadiers in the
lead. When it was realised that the companies of the Royal Irish were not
correctly positioned the brigade was halted while they had to counter-march so
that the light company was in the rear.
When they reached an area where they could form up, General Eyre addressed
the Royal Irish and finished by stressing the need for silence to maximise the
element of surprise, but one man heard him wrong and raised three cheers for
the General. The regiment broke out into a noisy cheer and Eyre dejectedly told
Colonel Edwards to send them into action straight away.
The 18th managed to occupy a cemetery and had to advance over stone walls to
an area of houses and gardens near the Redan. On reaching one of the stone
walls, instead of breaking it down, two officers decided to jump over. Whilst in
the process of jumping, one of the officers, Lieutenant Meurant, was shot dead
by a Russian marksman.
Overall the British effort was unsuccessful, but Eyre's brigade did better than
most. They managed to reach the ruined houses under the walls of the Redan
but although covered by fire from the cemetery were unable to make any
progress from there.
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There were many acts of bravery during this battle including that of Sergeant
John Grant who delivered messages although badly wounded and refusing to
retire for treatment. Captain Dillon (later CO from 1873-78) rescued 7 men
under fire, and Captain Thomas Esmonde was awarded a VC for his bravery. The
Russians were able to fire incendiary bombs at the houses and the attack was
called off at 3pm. Because they had about 20 wounded men it was not until 9pm
that the Royal Irish were able to bring their last men out of that difficult
situation.
The casualties for 18th June, were 1,500 British, 3,500 French (at Malakoff) and
5,400 Russians. Eyre's brigade suffered 562 killed and wounded, the Royal Irish
casualties amounting to 259:
One officer killed (Lt Meurant) and 10 wounded, 57 other ranks killed, 16
dangerously wounded, 87 severely wounded and 88 not-so-severely wounded.
Destruction of the Docks…
The regiment did not take part in any more major actions. There was another
attack on the Redan and Malakoff in September after a three-day continuous
bombardment.
The Malakoff attack was successful, and this was the beginning of the end of the
war. The Royal Irish were sent to the docks to carry out the heavy work of
demolishing the Russian Naval Dockyard. This job was performed during the
winter of 1855/6 and was not without danger as the Russians were still able to
use their artillery.
They were supervised by the Royal Engineers, of which one officer, Charles
Gordon, who later achieved fame at Khartoum, wrote in 1882:
".... they were a favourite regiment with the RE for work, both in the trenches and in the
destruction of the docks, from the energy and pluck of the officers and men, and it was then
that I formed my opinion of Irishmen being of a different nature than other Britishers
inasmuch as they required a certain management and consideration, which if given them
would enable you, so to speak, to hold their lives in your hand. The officers liked the men and
the men liked the officers; they were a jovial lot altogether, but they would do anything if you
spoke and treated them as if you liked them, which I certainly did. You know what great
hardships they went through in the docks in working at the shafts which, 30 ft deep, were full
of water if left unpumped out for 12 hours. Poor devils! Wet, bedraggled, in their low
ammunition boots, I used to feel much for them, for the Generals used to be down on them
because they were troublesome, which they were when people did not know how to manage
them".
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The End of the Crimean War
A peace treaty was signed on 30th March 1856, but the Royal Irish remained in
the Crimea until 20th June. The casualty figures for the 18 months tour of duty
were: One officer killed, one died of disease, 10 officers wounded. 41 other ranks
killed, 44 died of wounds and 70 died of disease or accident. 275 recovered from
wounds although many were maimed. They had received reinforcements of 289
officers and men whilst there and finished up with a strength of 724.
The regiment earned the battle honour SEBASTOPOL. The voyage home lasted a
month and was cramped and unpleasant, one complaint being that the
bulwarks were too high to lean over for those suffering sea-sickness.
They docked at Portsmouth on 18th July 1856.
NOTES FOR JOHN MEURANT
John Meurant…
England and Wales Census, 1851
Tools
Name:

John Meurant

Event Type:

Census

Event Date:

1851

Event Place:

Enfield, Middlesex, England

Registration District:

Enfield

Gender:

Male

Age:

17

Marital Status:

Unmarried

Occupation:

Scholar
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Relationship to Head of
Household:

Pupil

Institution:

Palace School

Birth Year (Estimated):

1834

Birthplace:

, Dublin

Page Number:

28

Registration Number:

HO107

Piece/Folio:

1703 / 309

Affiliate Record Type:

Household

Household
Role
Sex
Age
Birthplace
William Took
Head
Male
36
Castleton, Norfolk
Elizabeth Took
Wife
Female
35
London, Middlesex
Harriot Took
Daughter
Female
12
Low Coniscliffe, Suffolk
William Took
Son
Male
10
, Suffolk
Jullia Took
Daughter
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Female
8
, Suffolk
Orlando Took
Son
Male
7
, Suffolk
Fredrick Took
Son
Male
5
, Suffolk
Rosa Took
Daughter
Female
2
, Suffolk
Mary Hebberdine
Governess
Female
37
Southwark, Surrey
Henry Watts
Visitor
Male
38
, Sussex
Louisa Day
Servant
Female
27
Enfield, Middlesex
Fanny Hart
Servant
Female
26
Adlington, Lancashire
Ellen Ward
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Servant
Female
23
Waltham, Middlesex
William Spelling
Pupil
Male
12
Yarmouth,
John Browne
Pupil
Male
13
Yarmouth,
Charles Morry
Pupil
Male
13
London, Middlesex
Charles Roberts
Pupil
Male
18
Thornborough, Pembrokeshire
Edmund Whitebrend
Pupil
Male
15
Strumpshaw, Norfolk
Thomas Martin
Pupil
Male
12
, London
James Harding
Pupil
Male
13
Cheshunt, Hertfordshire
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Robert Punshon
Pupil
Male
12
Norwich, Norfolk
Felex Martin
Pupil
Male
13
London, Middlesex
William Roberts
Pupil
Male
16
Thornborough, Pembrokeshire
George Norman
Pupil
Male
12
Kensington, Middlesex
George Hammant
Pupil
Male
12
Low Leyton, Suffolk
William Bristow
Pupil
Male
13
London, Middlesex
Charles Bristow
Pupil
Male
12
London, Middlesex
John Pryce
Pupil
Male
11
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London, Middlesex
Adlard Nelly
Pupil
Male
12
Uttoxeter, Staffordshire
Richard Nelly
Pupil
Male
11
Uttoxeter, Staffordshire
Alfred Norman
Pupil
Male
9
Forbestown, Suffolk
Arthur Bennett
Pupil
Male
16
Cheltenham,
John Meurant
Pupil
Male
17
, Dublin
Christopher Tolcher
Pupil
Male
18
Plymouth,
Herbert Mytton
Pupil
Male
18
Calcutta British Subject
Evelyn Bazalgette
Pupil
Male
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17
U P British Subject
Walter Wingfield
Pupil
Male
17
North Wales
Roland Davis
Pupil
Male

16
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SEARCHING FOR THE ELUSIVE IDENTITY OF FERDINAND CHARLES MEURANT
Sophia and Ferdinand/ Ann and Edward/ Julia and Arthur/ Anna and John

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

TYPED SCRIPT JOURNAL RECORDED BY
SARAH ANN ‘ANNIE’ DE MEURANT MULLIGAN
Generation four
GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER OF FERDINAND AND SOPHIA MEURANT

“IN HAPPY MOMENTS”
AN UNPUBLISHED TYPESCRIPT BIOGRAPHY 1930 75

75 HTTPS://RECORDSEARCH.NAA.GOV.AU/SEARCHNRETRIEVE/INTERFACE/VIEWIMAGE.ASPX?B=3493713
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Note from the compiler:
Journal Two will continue with the life and times of Ferdinand Charles Meurant;
his fate as a Prisoner of War, his branding by the British Crown in Ireland as a
‘Rebel,’ and his heading off on a journey into the unknown. Little did he know
how wealthy and influential his Irish son and descendants would become.

The Editor of this journal is: Sue Scott, English Consultant. Whangarei, New Zealand.

